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INTRODUCTION 
The use of control systems dates back to ancient Greece. As early 
as 300 B.C., the Greeks had working water clocks which relied upon 
feedback in order to control the water volume flow rate. In [28], Mayr 
provides an excellent description of the Ktesibios water clock as well as 
other developments which led to the successful use of early feedback 
systems in hatcheries, mills and steam engines. 
Having recognized that feedback within a system introduces some very 
desirable properties, engineers were confronted with the task of 
designing control systems which incorporate feedback with few analytical 
design tools at their disposal. Great strides in control design were 
made by Nyquist [36], Black [7], and Bode [9]. These works and others 
created the design tools now considered part of the classical linear 
control theory. 
however, it soon became apparent that systems such as those 
containing relays, spool values or dynamic vibration mounts had nonlinear 
characteristics which had to be considered in the system design 
process. Even linear systems were found to have only a limited range of 
linearity and exhibited a saturation behavior when physical variables 
assumed large values. 
By 1950, a method was advanced to deal with nonlinear elements in 
feedback systems. This method was based upon harmonic balance (see [10]) 
and became known, in engineering literature, as the describing function 
method. (An extensive list of references that deal with the various 
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applications of describing functions prior to 1968 can be found in Gelb 
and Vander Velde [15].) 
In this dissertation, we examine the use of the single-input 
sinusoidal describing function to predict the existence and stability of 
almost sinusoidal limit cycles in a class of periodically forced and 
unforced single loop nonlinear control systems (see figure 1). 
In figure 1, the control system is linear if superposition is 
valid. That is, if inputs r^ and r^ result in outputs y^ and yg, 
respectively, then the input ar^ + gr^ yields ay^ + 
superposition fails, then the system is said to be nonlinear. 
Since we will be using differential equations to realize the control 
systems, a limit cycle will mean a closed orbit in state-space (usual 
Euclidian space), such that no other closed orbits can be found 
arbitrarily close to it (c.f., [20]). 
Moreover, the stability concepts used in Part I and Part II of this 
dissertation follow the standard definitions found in most texts on 
ordinary differential equations (see, e.g., [11], [13], [17], [18] or 
[33]). In particular, consider the equation 
(D) dy/dt = f(t,y) . 
Let *(t) be some solution of (D) for 0 < t < ® and iJ;(t,tQ,yQ) be a 
solution of (D) for which ~ ^ 0* 
The solution *(t) is said to be stable if, for every e > 0 and 
every t^ > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that whenever 
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|(j)(tQ ) - y^ l <6, the solution ^^ t.tg.y^ ) exists for t > tg and 
satisfies |*(t) - il/Ct.tQ.y^) ] < e, for t > t^. 
The solution $(t) is said to be asymptotically stable if it is 
stable and if there exists 6  > 0  such that whenever j^Ctg) -  y^j < 6 ,  
the solution ipCtjl^.y^) approaches the solution 4(t) as t ^ ® . 
A T-periodic solution <}>(t) is said to be orbitally stable if there 
is a  6 > 0  such that any solution 'J'(t,tQ . y g ), with jfCtg) -  y^j < 6 ,  
tends to the orbit {*(t): t^ < t < t^+T} . 
The solution $(t) is said to be unstable in the sense of Lyapunov, 
if it is not stable. 
The Describing Function 
Originally, the single-input sinusoidal describing function, simply 
referred to as the describing function, was physically motivated. 
The following heuristic derivation can be found in [15, pp. 49-52, 
110-120]: 
Assume that n(») is an odd nonlinearity, i.e., n(-y) = -n(y), 
and that y = A sin u)t. Then, the output of n(A sin lot) can be 
represented by the Fourier series 
n(A sin ojt) = I A (A,to) sin[n wt + $ (A,w)] 
n=l " " 
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The describing function, denoted by N(A,u), is 
N(A 0)) - phasor representation of output component at frequency IM 
' phasor representation of input component at frequency co 
A^(A,u) exp[i*^(A,u)] 
Â ' 
Thus, the describing function N(A,aj) is an attempt to generalize 
the linear theory transfer function concept to a nonlinear setting. In 
particular, N(A,w) is an attempt to represent the gain of the 
fundamental component of the limit cycle due to n(") ignoring the 
higher harmonics. 
When using the describing function in the unforced case (r = 0), 
the following assumptions are made: 
(1) The system is in a steady state limit cycle. 
(2) No subharmonics are generated by the nonlinearity 
in response to a sinusoidal input. 
(3) The system attenuates the higher harmonics such 
that y is almost entirely sinusoidal (the low-pass 
filter hypothesis). 
In this case, N(A,w) is used to describe the effect of the nonlinearity 
upon the limit cycle (see figure 2). 
The application of linear theory to the quasi-linearized system, 
yields 
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[1 + G(iw)N(&,u)]A = 0 , 
or, since A > 0, 
1 + G(iw)N(A,w) = 0 . 
Solutions of this equation yield approximate amplitudes and frequencies 
of the closed loop limit cycles. 
For N(A,a)) t 0, the above "describing function equation" is 
equivalent to 
G(iaj) = . 
N(A,u) 
Thus, solutions to the describing function equation correspond to 
intersections of the curves G(iu) and -l/N(A,w) (see figure 3). 
In figure 3, arrows indicate the direction of increasing A on the 
-l/i\(A,u)) locus and increasing oi on the G(iu) frequency locus. 
Quasi—Static Stability Condition 
Continuing with the heuristic derivation from [15, pp. 121-125], let 
UCAjOj) and V(A,w), respectively, denote the real imaginary parts of 
1 + G(iw)N(A,w) and assume that 
 ^ = 1 + G(iuQ)N(A|. ,UQ) = 0 
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We now consider small perturbations in limit cycle amplitude, rate 
of change of amplitude, and frequency by introducing the following 
changes in the above equation; 
Aq + AA 
oJQ + Ao) + iAcr 
The perturbation in the rate of change of amplitude has been associatea 
with the frequency term; a technique which is motivated by the thinking 
of the limit cycle in the form A^ expCiu^t). Hence, we have 
U(Aq+ AA, 0)^ + Au+ iAc) + i V(Aq+ AA, WQ+ Aa)+ iAa) = 0 . 
By definition, AA, Aw, and Aa are small. Thus, the Taylor series 
expansion of the perturbed describing function equation about the point 
(A^,w^), valid to first-order terms, is 
ttt AA + (Aw + iAcj) + i AA + i — (Aa + iAo) = U 
oA d(jj dA ott) 
After separating this equation into its real and imaginary parts ana 
eliminating Au from the new set of equations, we obtain 
le +(3 J'" • 
au,- . 
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For a limit cycle to be orbitally stable, a positive increment AA 
must lead to a positive Aa. Hence, for the proposed limit cycle to be 
orbitally stable, it is necessary that 
3u 3v au 3V . „ 
3Â " "nz: 3Â > ° • 
This condition is known as the Loeb criterion. 
The stability of a limit cycle may be checked graphically under the 
same assumptions which apply to the analytic test and the argument is the 
same as that of linear system stability. That is, if the limit cycle 
amplitude perturbation is positive, we require a stable system 
configuration in which energy is dissipated until the amplituae decays to 
its unperturbed value. On the other hand, if the amplitude perturbation 
is negative, we require an unstable system configuration in which energy 
is absorbed until the amplitude grows to its unperturbed value. This 
behavior guarantees an orbitally stable limit cycle. 
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EXPLANATION OF DISSERTATION FORMAT 
This dissertation contains two papers, written by the author, which 
have been submitted for publication. These papers are labeled Part I and 
Part II. Although Part I and Part II address two different problems, 
there is some duplication, particularly in their introductory material. 
This dissertation consists of four distinct parts - the general 
introductory material preceding Part I; Part I; Part II; and the material 
following Part II. In each of these parts, equations ana highlighted 
items such as theorems and figures are numbered consecutively, but 
separately from the other parts of the dissertation. In addition, the 
reference numbers in the introductory part and the part following Part II 
refer to the list of references at the end of this dissertation. 
However, the reference numbers in Part I and Part II refer to the 
separate reference lists contained in those two parts. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
According to Atherton ll], the describing function method is the 
nonlinear technique most frequently used in industrial design. The 
advantages of the describing function method lie in its ease of use and 
its suitability for design purposes (see [12], [15] or [21]). 
However, one disadvantage of the describing function method is that 
it's an approximate method and, as such, will occasionally yield 
inaccurate predictions. The second disadvantage arises from how, or why, 
the method is used. Commonly, the system designer is interested in 
whether or not an instability may occur in the system being designed. 
Under the assumption that the instability will manifest itself as a 
simple, almost sinusoidal, limit cycle, the aescribing function method is 
used. However, the describing function will give no indication whether 
or not a more complicated system instability could occur. 
Most authors have dealt with the first problem - the question of 
accuracy of the describing function method and what constitutes 
sufficient filtering. However, before examining individual 
contributions, we will review some well-known manipulations (see [20], 
[32], [37], or [4U]) which play an important role in much of the work on 
existence of limit cylces in nonlinear feedback systems. 
Consider the hammerstein equation 
X = 
- LNx + r , 
lu 
where L is a linear operator mapping a real Banach space B into 
itself and N maps B into itself (see figure 4). 
In particular, we are interested in the case where L is described 
by its frequency response transfer function, where N denotes 
composition, and B is a Hilbert space: 
T 
B = {x € L?[0,T] : 1 / x^(t)dt < =} 
0 
2 
= (x € L [0,T] : x(t) Z c^ exp(ikojt), T = 2T/u, 
k = - œ 
c, = / x(t) exp(-ikwt)dtl ; 
0 
y = Nx, for x € B, is defined by y(t) = n[x(t)], with 
n:R + R, such that y g L^[0,T]; 
y = Lx, for x€ B, x(t) Z c^ exp(ikut), 
k = - = 
is defined by y(t) = Z G(ikw)c, exp(ikwt) , 
1 _ K-
where sup|G(iktj)| < = and G(-ikw) = G(iku) ; and 
k 
r € B. 
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here, L^[0,T] denotes the usual Lebesgue square-integrable functions 
from 10,T] into R, where R denotes the set of real numbers. We 
will use the complete orthonormal system consisting of sines and cosines 
for B, and we will use the complex exponentials to represent the sines 
and cosines. 
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By restricting n(«), the condition Nx € L [0,T] is easily 
satisfied (e.g., n(») continuous and slope bounded). Moreover, for 
any x 6 B, with x(t) = Z c, exp(ikut), we have 
k = — 
Z jG(iku)c^|^ < sup|G(iku){^ I {c^J^ 
k = - » k k = -<» 
2 
Thus, we see Lx 6 L [0,T] by the Riesz-Fischer Theorem [20]. 
Let M be a nonempty subset of the integers such that, if n € h, 
then -n € M. We now define the projection on B by 
(P x)(t) = I c, exp(ikajt) , 
k€ M 
for all x(t) = I c, exp(ikat) € B. 
k = — CO 
* * 
Let denote the complementary projection on B, i.e., P^ = I -
* 
By letting x^ = P^^ x and x^ = x, we may write the Hammerstein 
equation as the system 
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(P) XQ + LN(Xy + x^) = r , 
(C) + P* LN(xy + xp = P^ r . 
Observe that if = r = 0 and M = {-1,1} in the first equation, 
arrive at 
1 + G(iw)N(A.,w) = 0 . 
we 
Existence of Limit Cycles in the Unforced Case 
Kudrewicz [26] considered the case where M = {-1,1} and 
I^x = n(x,x'), such that n satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
|n(x,y) - n(w,z)| < a(x - w| + g j y - z| . 
In audition, n(0,0) = 0. The linear operator L is required to satisfy 
some technical assumptions - assumptions which insure that G(s) is a 
good filter at w = . Using a contraction mapping argument on the 
complementary equation (C) over the space B^, 
2 T 
B = {x € L [0,T] : / x(t) exp(-iwt) dt = 0, T = 2n/w} , 
0 
he obtained a unique fixed-point in which depends continuously on 
w ana A. Substituting this fixed-point into the equation (?) over the 
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first Fourier subspace and using index theory, he obtained the existence 
of at least one periodic solution with amplitude near AQ and frequency 
near UQ. 
Similar results were obtained independently by Bergen and Franks 
[5]. Their results included backlash hysteresis as well as other 
important nonlinearities and placed fewer restrictions upon the linear 
operator. By requiring u(*) to be odd symmetric, they were able to 
perform the contraction mapping arguments on a subspace of L^: 
Mees and Bergen [30] further simplified the argument presented in 
[5] by requiring n(•) to be single-valued and 
Furthermore, they were able to give a simple graphical interpretation of 
their results in terms of the G(iu) and -1/N(A) loci. 
The results of Mees and Bergen were generalized by Skar et al. [38] 
to include interconnected systems. Bergen et al. [6] showed that the 
results of [30] and [32] could be combined to handle more nonlinearities 
than originally discussed in [30]. 
Other related papers include Blackmore [8], Duncan and Johnson [14], 
Knyazev [23], Kou and Kan [24], Swern [41] and an important early paper 
by Bass [4] . 
Z c, exp(ikut), T = 2IT/U| . 
k odd 
a(x - y) < n(x) - n(y) < B(x - y), x > y . 
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For higher order Galerkin approximations, where 
h = {-n, -n+1, n-1, n}, using similar fixed-point arguments, see 
Krasnoselskii [25] or hees [29], 
Existence of Limit Cycles in the Forced Case 
Sandberg [37] examined the existence of a periodic solution to the 
forced functional equation 
y = LN[y + r] . 
(Observe that, without loss of generality, Sandberg analyzed systems with 
positive feedback.) Here, the nonlinear function n(«) is assumed to be 
real valued and, for some a, S (S > 0), 
(a + S)/2 = 1 and 
c;(x - y) < n(x) - n(y) < S(x - y), for x > y . 
Moreover, the condition he imposed upon the system resulted in a global 
contraction argument on L^[0,T], where r g L^[u,T]. Thus, he was able 
to assert the existence of a unique periodic response to an arbitrary 
periodic input of the same period. He also pointed out that if n(*) is 
odd symmetric, then the argument may be applied to the previously 
mentioned space H(w) to obtain a similar fixed-point result. 
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In addition, he was able to give an upper bound on the mean square 
error between the actual periodic solution and the predicted response-
Koltzman [19] analyzed essentially the same problem as Sandberg. 
However, he used a vastly different, local approach. Instead of using 
2 
an L space and Fourier series methods, he worked with a space of 
continuous periodic functions. Hence, his error estimates resulted in 
sup norm bounds between the predicted solution XQ and the actual 
solution, rather than the mean square error bound obtained by Sandberg. 
However, his method requires that the operator F = LN have a 
Frêchet derivative in a neighborhood of the predicted response Xq 
and that IIF'(x)II = a < 1, for all x E 0. 
Neither Sandberg's nor Holtzman's results apply to systems 
containing important nonlinearities such as discontinuous relays. Miller 
and Michel [32] , by using some very general results concerning Volterra 
equations and weak solutions, obtained existence results for a very 
general class of sinusoidally forced nonlinear systems. These results 
included discontinuous odd nonlinearities. Moreover, their method 
provides a sup norm bound on the error between the predicted solution and 
the actual solution. 
Stability of Unforced Oscillations 
Many of the early investigations concerning the stability of almost 
sinusoidal limit cycles examined the quasi-linear equation rather than 
the actual nonlinear equation. 
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Johnson and Leach [22] , for example, showed that the Loeb criterion 
is an exact criterion for second order systems - assuming a "reasonably 
good describing function approximation". 
Recently, Mees and Chua [31] used Hopf bifurcation to analyze the 
stability of limit cycles in nonlinear feedback systems. Their results 
allowed very general linear operators, but restricted the odd nonlinear-
ities to those which have at least four continuous derivatives. 
On the other hand, Balasubramanian [3] examined the stability of 
limit cycles in feedback systems which contain relays. His analysis used 
certain properties of the exact oscillatory solution, the fact that the 
output of a relay is easily calculated, and some well-known theorems on 
equations of first variation (see [33, Chapters 5. 6, and 8]). 
Miller et al. [35] presented a stability analysis of nonlinear 
feedback systems using only elementary arguments. Their proof, however, 
required the linear part of the system to be given by G(s) = l/q(s), 
where q(s) is a polynomial over the reals. 
In Part I of this dissertation, we extend the result of Miller et 
al. to the case where G(s) = p(s)/q(s), for p and q polynomials 
over the reals. To accomplish this, we will require a result concerning 
the existence and stability of an integral manifold for a system of 
differential equations. Thus, in Appendix A, we present a version of the 
integral manifold theorem that is suitable for our needs. The proof is a 
modification of those found in Kale [16,17,18], Bogoliubov and 
Mitropolsky [10]. 
17 
In Part II of this dissertation, we give a new stability analysis 
for a class of periodically forced nonlinear feedback systems. That 
analysis requires a result which is an obvious simplification of the 
integral manifold theorem. 
18 
reference 
variable linear plant 
G(s) 
controlled variable 
y _ 
n(0 
feedback transducer 
Figure 1. General control system block diagram 
describing function 
Figure 2. Quasi-linearized system 
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In 
Re 
a solution to 
- 1  
-1  
Figure 3. Polar plot of the graphical limit cycle determination. 
and are the predicted limit cycle amplitude and 
frequency, respectively 
Figure 4. Block diagram of x = -LNx + r 
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PART I. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF OSCILLATIONS IN 
NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS: A DESCRIBING 
FUNCTION APPROACH 
21 
ABSTRACT 
We analyze the stability of oscillations in a wide class of 
nonlinear control systems which have their linear part given by the 
transfer function G(s) = p(s)/q(s), where p and q are polynomials 
over the real numbers. 
The analysis employs the classical single-input sinusoidal 
describing function, elementary control theory, and the theory of 
integral manifolds. 
We demonstrate, by means of specific examples, how the present 
results can be used to obtain detailed information concerning the 
behavior of the solutions. 
22 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we extend some previous results [6] concerning the 
stability of limit cycles in certain nonlinear control systems. As in 
[6], we make use of several state-space coordinate transformations, 
averaging and a result on integral manifolds. Not only do our results 
justify the quasi-static stability analysis of limit cycles (Loeb's 
criterion) [2], they also offer rather detailed explanations of the 
behavior of solutions near the limit cycle. 
We examine a class of control systems consisting of a linear part 
and a nonlinear part connected in a single loop feedback, configuration. 
The linear part is given by a controllable and observable realization [3] 
of a real rational transfer function, G(s), where the degree of the 
numerator of G(s) is less than the degree of the denominator of G(s). 
The nonlinearity is required to be an odd, continuous single-valued 
function with some additional piecewise differentiability properties. 
For this specific class of control systems, we give an easily computed 
stability criterion. We apply our result to specific examples. 
This paper is divided into six sections, the first being an 
introduction to the problem. The second section explains some of the 
notation and gives the statement of our main result. The third section 
is devoted to the proof of our main result. In the fourth section, we 
investigate the relationship between our stability criterion and the 
quasi-static crossing condition. In the fifth section, we apply our main 
result to specific examples. We end the paper with some concluding 
remarks. 
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II. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE MATW RESULT 
We will consider feedback systems of the form shown in figure 1, 
where G(s) is a real rational function, i.e., 
G(s) = p(s)/q(s), 
p(s) = s^ ^ + rj_2 s*^ ^ + ... + Yj s + YQ, and 
q(s) = s^ + "j-l ^ + ... + 0^ s + Og, 
where a^, Y^ € R for k = 0,1,2,... ,J-1. Here, R denotes the real 
line. We allow the leading coefficients of p(s) to be zero, i.e., 
0 < deg p(s) < J-1. Furthermore, we will assume that p(s) and q(s) 
have no common roots. We also assume that n is piecewise continuously 
differentiable and that n''(y) exists and is uniformly continuous on 
all intervals, n < y < Ç, where n'(y) exists and is continuous. For 
example, n(y) could be the saturation function, given by 
I my , if |y| < d, 
n(y) = 
^(sgn y)md , if jy} > d, 
where m and d are positive constants. 
Applying the describing function method [2] to the feedback system, 
we obtain the equation 
(1) 1 + G(ias) N(a) = 0, 
24 
1 
where N(a) = — / n(a cos 9)cos 0 d9 is the sinusoidal-input 
Tra 0 
describing function for the given nonlinearity n(y). Suppose the pair 
(COQ, ag) solves (1), where ûJQ> 0 and ag > 0. That is, 
qCiUp) + pCitdp) NCag) = 0. 
In addition, we assume ag is a value for which n*(y) exists and 
AKag) t 0. For example, if n(y) is the saturation function, then 
aQ ^  d. 
Since the feedback system in figure 1 has a natural canonical 
controllable and observable linear realization 
(2) Xq = AXQ + byu, 
(3) Yg = hgXQ, 
with transfer function G(s) = ffbg e^^ b^} (c.f. [3; Chapter 2], [7]), 
we will state our result for state-space solutions of (2). Here, A is 
the companion matrix for q(s). 
A = 
0 
0 
0 
L-°0 
1 
0 
0 
-a 1 
0 
1 
0 
-a. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-a 
•J-l-" 
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, bg — (0, 0, 0, « «, 0, 1) , hg — (Yq> •••> ^j—1^» 
u = -nCyg), T denotes the usual vector transpose and £ denotes the 
Laplace transform operator. 
Deflnitioa: By an integral manifold for (2), we mean a surface, S, in 
real (J+X)-dimensional space, such that if (t^, ..., Çj)€ S and 
if XQ(t) is any solution of (2) with initial condition 
RgCtg) = (5^, Çj)^> then xgCt) exists and (t,XQ(t)^) € s 
for all t Ç R. 
For example, if n(y) = N(aQ)y, then (2) has an integral manifold 
2 
SQ = {(t, -g- sin(a)yt+T), —— cosCw^t+T), —-— sinXw^t+r), ...) : 
- o o < t < ® ,  0 < T <  2 T r } ,  
where E = jpCiWg)!. We will show that if two computable parameters, 
labelled 3^^ and g^, are sufficiently small, then (2) will have an 
integral manifold SJ^ which approximates the surface SQ. We will also 
state a stability criterion for . 
First, however, we establish the following notation. Let 
d(s) = q(s) + p(s) NCag) = + d^s^ ^ + ... + dj_^s + d^, 
8^ - ig^ = 2/(a)|^d'(IUQ)) , and + iA^ = (6^ - 1^2) pCiw^). 
Clearly, dQ=i. We now define the Hurwitz determinants: 
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Di= 
V 
°3= 
and so on, where we let dj=0 if j > J. Let DQ be defined by 
We now state our main result. 
Theorem 1; Suppose that system (2) - (3) satisfies 
(Hr-l) All dj are real for 0 < j < J with dQ=l and that 
Dj^O, for 0 < j < J-2. 
(H-2) The function n is an odd, continuous, piecewise 
continuously differentiable function. Moreover, on any 
interval n < y < S where n'(y) exists and is 
continuous, n''(y) also exists and is uniformly 
continuous. The describing function for n(y) will be 
denoted by N(a). 
(H-3) There exists 0 and ag > 0 such that d(s) has 
simple roots ± iw^. The remaining roots of d(s) must be 
noncritical. In addition, ag must be a point of 
continuity of n'(y) and NCa^) ^  0. 
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If and 62 are sufficiently small, then there is a small neigh­
borhood NQ of SQ with the following properties: 
(i) An integral manifold of (2) lies inside NQ. 
(ii) If (tQ,Ti^) = (tQ.nj, Tij) € NQ, but i S^, 
then the solution of (2) satisfying x^Ct^) = n must 
leave NQ in finite time. Hence, is the only 
integral manifold of (2) near SQ. 
(iii) If Dj>0 for j=0,l, ..., J-2 and dj>0 for 
j=l ,2,...,J-1, then is locally asymptotically stable, 
(iv) If one of the D^, 0 < j < J-2 or d^, 1 < j < J-1, is 
negative, then the integral manifold is unstable in 
the sense of Lyapunov. 
Observe that conclusion (i) of the theorem states the existence of 
an integral manifold c_ NQ near SQ. This corresponds to a deformed 
torus fitted tightly around a predicted state-space limit cycle. In 
addition, NQ will generally have a small diameter. Hence, a solution 
starting on S^ will appear as if it is periodic, with radian frequency 
near OJQ and amplitude near aQ. Note that this result differs 
substantially from those which deal with the existence of observed limit 
cycles (for example, see the elegant results of [Ij or [4]). 
Finally, suppose € R"^ b^ S c € R"^, u € R and 
u = —n(y) are such that the system 
t 
(2') Xj^ = A^x^ + b^u. 
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(3*) y = c'^xj. 
with transfer function G(s)=p(s)/q(s), is controllable and 
observable. Then, by results in control theory (c.f. [3] or [7]), there 
is a nonsingular change of coordinates = PXQ, such that the system 
(2') - (3') is linearly equivalent to the system (2) - (3). 
This yields the following corollary: 
Corollary: Suppose that the system (2') - (3') satisfies hypotheses 
(H-1), (H.-2) and (H-3) of Theorem 1. If and $2 are sufficiently 
small, then there is a small neighborhood PNQ = {(t,[Px]^) : (t,x^)^N^} 
of PS^ = {(t,[Px]^) : (t,x^)^ Sg} with the following properties: 
(i) An integral manifold PSj^ = {(t,[Px]^) : (t,x^)P S^} of 
(2') lies inside PNQ. 
(ii) If (tg, n^lEPNg, but (tg, then the solution 
of (2') satisfying x^Ctg) = n must leave PNQ in finite 
time. Hence, PS^ is the only integral manifold of (2') 
near PSQ. 
(iii) If Dj > 0, for j=0,l, J-2 and dj > 0, for 
j=l,2, ..., J-1, then PS^ is locally asymptotically 
stable. 
(iv) If one of the D^, 0 < j < J-2 or d^., 1 < j < J-1 is 
negative, then the integral manifold PS^ is unstable in 
the sense of Lyapunov. • 
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
Observe that the system (2) - (3), for the particular control u 
nCyg), is equivalent to the scalar equation 
(4) q(D)z + n(p(D)z) = 0, 
where D = and = (z,Dz,...,D^ ^z). Using the change of variables 
T = Wgt, we see that (4) is equivalent to 
(5) d(Uo ^ = N(aQ)p(Wo ^ )z - n(p(wQ ^)z). 
where d(s) = q(s) + p(s)N(aQ), as in Section II. Letting 
P C s )  =  d ( c j i g S )  UQ and n^Cy) = N(aQ)y - n(y), we can write (5) as 
= *l(P(w0 "0~^' 
In phase space, this becomes 
(6) v' = BQV + bgn^Ch^vïWQ 
where 
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^0 = 
0 1 0 • • • 0 • 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
0 0 0 • » • 1 
IÎ1 -dj-l -dj-2 -^1 
J 
"o - r  ••  
dz 
jj-'z 
... 
= (z. dx, . 
T , -==-
and 
(^0' ^ 1^0' ^ 2^0' •**' ^ J-l^O ^ 
Having normalized time, we will simply replace T by t and analyze 
( 6 ) .  
Since BQ is the conçanion matrix for p(s), we see that 
eigenvalues of BQ are the roots of p(s). Thus, BQ has two simple 
eigenvalues g^=i and The remaining eigenvalues of BQ are 
labelled S^, S^, ..., §j, with multiple eigenvalues repeated in the 
list as often as their multiplicités. Define a(s) € by 
a(s) = (1, s, s^, ..., s"^ 
Clearly, a(i) is a [right] eigenvector of BQ which corresponds to the 
eigenvalue S^=i. Define , gg € R"^ by 
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= Re a(i) = (1, Û, -I, 0, 1, 0, ...)? 
and 
Sg = a(i) = (0, 1, 0, -1, 0, ...f. 
We now define vectors ^4» •••» 5j* Suppose that is a root of 
P(s) with multiplicity m^ > 1, that is. 
\ = \+i = ••• = W-r 
k 
Then, we define 
Çfc 0! ® ®k ^ ' 
^k+1 = Tr^'(^k) = (0. 1. , 
£ 1 
k^+mk-1 = (E-:T). a (Sk)' 
Here, ^k+1' * ^k+m^-1^ forms a chain of generalized eigenvectors 
of BQ corresponding to the root i.e., 
^k+j ^k+j-1 ' 
for j = m^-1, m[^-2, ..., 1 and (BQ- gj^I) = 0. Letting 
B = [Çj, ^ 2' •••» = ^^ij^jxj setting By = v, we obtain 
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(7) y* = 
0 
-1 
1 
0 
y + B~^bQn^(h^By)a)Q"^. 
Using the notation 
*3 = (yy, y^, yj) 
and 
^4» •••» 5 T ] » jj -3 = 
we see that (7) is equivalent to 
y' = 
(8) 
0 1 Û 
-1 0 
n 
1 
+ gn^(Re pCiWg) + Im pCiw^) y^ + x^). 
A  A A A .  A  I J I  ^  J  _ _ ^  
where 8 denotes the vector 6 = ^2' » Bj) = B b^. 
Applying the Van der Pol transformation 
yi 
^2 
= $(t) 
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where 
$(t) = ^ r cos t 
I-sin t 
sin t 
cos t 
to (8), we obtain 
= $(-t) n^ (Re p(iuQ) [cos t + sin t + 
(9) 
Im p(iwQ) [-sin t x^ + cos t x^] + x^) , 
x^ = Cx^ + 
L*JJ 
n^ (Re p(icoQ) [cos t + sin t x^] + 
Im p(i(UQ)[- sin t x^ + cos t x^] + Xg). 
Observe that equation (9) has the form 
X, 
= f(t,x^, x^, x^) , 
x| = Cx^ + g(t, x^ , x,, Xg^) , 1» -2> "6' 
where f and g are defined in the obvious manner. 
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Let fgCx^.Xg) f(c, x^, 0)dt and 
u(t, x^, Xg) = /Q {f(s, Xj^, Xg, 0) - fgCx^, X2)}ds. Since u has the 
form considered in [5] , we see that u is continuous, 2ir-periodic in 
t, in (t, Xj, X2) and u^^ are Lipschitz continuous in 
(xj^, X2). These conditions on u will be needed later in order to use 
Theorem 2 of [5]. 
We now apply averaging to (9). This is accomplished by employing 
the following change of variables: 
= w + u(t,w) , 
where 
T 
w = [w^, w^] . 
Since 
= W' + U^(t,w) + U^(t,w)w' = f(t, X^ , Xg, x^) , 
where u (t,w) 
since u^(t,w) 
is the Jacobian matrix of u(t,w), and 
2x2 
9x. 
L J J 
= f(t,w,0) - fgCw), we see that 
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w' = fgCw) + [I + u^(t,w)] -1 
{f(t,w + u(t,w), x^) - f(t,w,0) - u^(t,w) fqCw)} 
Let E = IpCiWg)!, F = arg pCIojq), wj = a cos D and 
*2 = a sin D. Then, we have 
(10) 
fo(w) 
1 .2Tr 
2? ^ 0 
6^ cos t - Bg sin t 
6^ sin t + 62 cos t 
• n^(Re p(iajQ)(cos t + sin t W2) 
+ Im p(iajQ) (-sin t + cos t w^)) dt 
2ii •'0 
6^ cos t - ^ 2 sin t 
6^ sin t + 62 cos t 
• n^(aE cos (t + F - D))dt. 
From the definition of , we have 
^ cos 6) de 
- h t - 1 sin ti 
n^(aE cos (t + F - D))dt. 
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After separating the real and imaginary parts and using periodicity of 
the integrands, we obtain 
V2 aE Nj(aE) cos (F-D) =-^/^^cos t n^(aE cos(t+F-D))dt , 
- I/2 aE Nj(aE) sin (F-D) = /^ s^in t n^  (aE cos(t+F-D))dt. 
Applying the appropriate trigonometric identities yields 
(11) 
and 
(12)  
I/2 N^ (aE) [Re p(iwQ) + Im p(iwQ) v^ ] 
= cos t n^(aE cos(t+F-D))dt 
I/2 N^ (aE) [Re pKiWg) - Im pdiOg) w^ ] 
= sin t n^(aE cos(t+F-D))dt. 
From (10), (11), and (12), we obtain 
(13) fqCw) =l/2N^(aE) 
B^[Re p(iuQ)w^ + Im p(iwQ)w2] 
-  6 2 p ( i w Q ) w 2  -  I m  p ( i w Q ) w ^ ]  
6j[Re p(itOQ)w2 - Im p(iwQ)w^] 
+ 62[Re p(iwg)w^ + Im p^iug)*^] 
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Recalling that 6^ + iA^ = (g^-igg) pCiWg), we see that (13) is 
equivalent to 
(14) fgCw) =V2ÎJi(aE) 
Let f2 = (f^i, ^ 12^^ be the vector defined by 
f^(t,w,x^) = [I+u^(t,w)] ^  [f(t,w+u(t,w),x^) 
- f(t,w,0) - u^(t,w)fQ(w)]. 
We see that (9) takes the form 
(15) w' = fo(w) + fi(t,w,X6), 
(16) = Cx^ + g(t,w+u(t,w),Xg). 
The introduction of polar coordinates 
^0 
~ (r + g— ) sin 0, 
^0 
*2 = (r + g- ) cos 9, 
transforms (15) into 
AiWi + AgWg 
"Vl + 61*2 
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*0 (17) r* = — (r + ^ ) Nj(Er+aQ) + sin 0 f^^(t,w,x^) 
+ cos 0 f^gCc.w.Xa), 
^2 (18) 0' = -^ N^(Er+aQ) + [cos 0 f^^(t,w,x^) 
^0 
- sin 0 / (r+ -g )• 
^0 
Setting h(r) = 6^ (r+ —) N^(Er+ 3^)72, we see that 
(i) h(0) = 0, and 
(ii) h'(0) = -A^ aQ N'(aQ)/2 = -D^. 
If we assume either h'(0) >0 or h'(0) < 0, then the function h(r) 
has a simple zero at r=0. In addition, if we consider 
(19) r' = h(r), 
we see that the trivial solution of (19) is asymptotically stable when 
h'(0) < 0, while the trivial solution of (19) is unstable if h'(0) > 
0. This information is beneficial since (17) is a perturbation of (19), 
provided we show that fand f^2 are, in some sense, small. 
Two more transformations are applied to the xg coordinate. First, 
define x^ = B^xg, where is the submatrix of B given by 
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^13 ^14 ^IJ 
= : 
.^J-2,3 ^J-2,4 ••• bj_2,j 
while is a J-2 dimensional column vector, 
*4 ^  (*4,1» •••» %4,J-2)^' 
Observe that 
T 
h2^ ^4* •••» ^J^^3 
~ ^4' •••» *4* 
From (9), we see that x^ satisfies 
x^ = [B^CB-J] x^ + B^ nj^(Re pCiWg) + Im p(iwQ)y2 + x^) 
A —1 
The matrix = B^CB^ turns out to be the companion matrix of the 
(J-2)-th degree polynomial. 
I I  (s-§.)  = s^ ^ + a -s"^ ^ + . . .  + a.s + a^. 
j=3 ] " 
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This means has the form 
• 0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
0 0 0 . . . 1 
_-"o -@2 • • 
Moreover, since 
^0 = ® 
we have 
0 
0 
^ Si + 9% Sz + *1 
where and $2 are, respectively, the first and second columns of 
B with their J-1 and J-th entries removed. Clearly, 
6, 
J J 
- -'®1 «1 + «2 «2^ 
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This gives us 
( 2 0 )  • • • ,  +  
(Er+aQ)sin(t+0+F) + E cos(t+F)u^(t,w)+E sin(t+F) UgCt,*)] 
. + il }'•• Letting e = [B~ 8^ 1 and setting x^ = e we = i/2. have 
(21) x^ = 0^X3 - h^ [Ç3 + 
(Er + a_)sin(t+8+F) + E cos(t+F) u,(t,w) + E sin(t+F) u„(t,w)). 
The term E cos(t+F) uj(t,w) + E sin(t+F) U2(t,w) is 6(E), with 
Lipschitz constants of order s , for the variables r and 0 (c.f. [5; 
section IV]). The definitions of e and f(tjXj,X2,xg) imply that 
f^(t,w,x^) = [I+u^(t,w)] ^[f(t,w+u(t,w),x^)-f(t,w,0)-u^(t,w)fQ(w)] 
= [f(t,w+u(t,w),Xg) - f(t,w,0)] + &(e ) 
B^cos t - ggSin t 
Bj^sin t + BgCos t 
[n^(/eh^ Ç4, , 
+ (Er+aQ)sin(t+e+F) + (&(e)) 
-  n^((Er+aQ)sin(t+8+F))]  + ®(e ) ,  
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Hence, (17) and (18) take the form 
(22) r' =-^ (r+-g—) N^CEr+a^) + [6^sin(t+8)+ B2Cos(t+9)] • 
[n^(/Eh^ [gg, ..., Çj] + (Er+aQ)sin(t+9+F)+ (&(e)) -
n^((Er+aQ)sin(t+e+F))] + G(E^), 
(23) 6' =N^(Er+aQ) + [g^cos(t+8) - ggSinCt+S)] • 
[n^(/Eh^ [gg, ..., + (Er+aQ)sin(t+e+F) + Ô(e^)) 
9 
- n^((Er+aQ)sin(t+e+F)]] / (r + —g-) + ô(e )• 
The equations (21) — (23) satisfy the hypotheses of the invariant 
manifold theorem in [5]. Hence, there is an invariant manifold 
which, when e is sufficiently small, is near the set 
S = {(t,0,0,0):- <= < t, 6 < "}. This integral manifold is locally 
asymptotically stable if the trivial solution of 
(24) r' = h(r), = C^x^ 
is asymptotically stable, i.e., if Cy > 0 for j = 0,l,...,J-2. The 
integral manifold is unstable, in the sense of Lyapunov, if (24) is 
noncritical and unstable, i.e., if one of the Dj. 
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0 < j < J-2 or dj, 1 < j < J-1, is negative. This inçlies that, for 
the original feedback, system, there is an invariant integral manifold 
Sj in R X space near 
SQ = {(t, J- sinCugt+T), — (OQ cosCwgt+T), ...): t € R, 0< T < 2TT} 
which has the desired properties. • 
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IV. COMPARISON WITH TEE QUASI-STATIC STABILITY ANALYSIS 
OF LIMIT CYCLES 
Let G(ito) = q^Cco) + iqgCw)» We assume the Nyquist diagram for 
G(s) indicates the noncritical roots of the describing function equation 
have negative real parts. This assumption is equivalent to requiring 
> 0, for k=l,2, J-2. Then, graphically, the stability of the 
system depends on how the G(iaj) locus intersects the locus at 
N(a; 
the point GCiWg) = N(a^ (see figure 2 or [2]). This graphical 
stability condition can be expressed analytically by 
N'(aQ)q'(a)Q) < 0, 
for N(a) real and N(aQ) f 0. Observing that 
^ G(iw) = iG'(iw), 
we see that the graphical condition is equivalent to 
N'Cag) Re G'(iw) < 0. 
As stated in the theorem, we have asymptotic stability if 
A^N'Cag) > 0. 
*  ^  — 2  1  
But, since A. + iA„ = (8 -i6„)p(ia)_) = — = , we see that 
'^0 G'(i(. )r(a ) 
A^N'(a^) >0 is equivalent to 
Re G'(iuQ) N'(aQ) < 0. 
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That is, our analytic condition, DQ > 0, is equivalent to the quasi-
static crossing criterion for a stable system configuration. 
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V. EXAMPLES 
We now give an example to which, when a > 3 is sufficiently large, 
we may apply Theorem 1. Let a^ > 0, n(y) and be fixed, but, 
for the moment, unknown. Set 
Thus, 
"O = 1 ' 
p(s) = (s+1)/ /2 , 
4 3 2 / 
q(s) = s + (o+2)s + (2a+l)s + | a + 2 I s + 
/2 
/2 
d(s) = dCwgS) = q(s) + p(s)N(aQ) = (s^+l)(s+ a)(s+2). 
E = 1 , 
^ - T » 
: _ _ -(a+2) - (2a-l)i 
^ ^ 5(af+l) 
5 = (a^+1) ^  , 
A + iA = + (-l-3a)i ^ ^  (a-3) + (-l-3a)i 
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*6 - ^  *5 , 
1 > e-l|A I >4- , 
•20 
each component of is bounded by 6e for all 
t > 0, 
"o-—ê^=ÊèrV<V . 
2/lO(a^+l) 
Di > 0 , 
Dg > 0 . 
Moreover, since a^, n(y), NCa^), and pCiWg) remain fixed as a 
increases, we see that fQ(x^,X2) and u(t,x^,x2) tend to 0 as 
a ^  + <= . Thus, after choosing a nonlinear function, n(y), and an 
aQ > 0 which satisfy (H-2) and (H-3) of Theorem 1, we take a > 3 
sufficiently large in order to arrive at a sufficiently small e. 
We note that the saturation function, with a^ > d and the above 
choice of UIQ, p(s) and q(s), will give rise to an unstable integral 
manifold. On the other hand, using the threshold nonlinearity, with 
aQ > 6, 6 and m positive constants (see figure 5) and the above 
choice of COQ, p(s) and q(s), yields an asymptotically stable 
integral manifold. Also, observe that requiring a to be large implies 
that G(s) = p(s)/q(s) satisfies the usual "low pass filtering 
hypothesis" associated with the describing function method [2]. 
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Note that even in the above case, with a differentiable nonlinearity 
such as n(y) = y , obtaining an upper bound on admissible e is a 
formidable task. Thus, although we have achieved our goal of providing a 
mathematical justification of the Loeb criterion, we see that further 
work is required in order to provide a simple analytical tool for the 
control engineer. However, it is evident that our analysis of the system 
provides further insights into the behavior of its solutions near the 
integral manifold. In particular, we present a rather striking example 
of how one can further analyze solutions via our method of proof. 
Consider the feedback system with linear part 
_ 9900s + 500000 
-
s(s +50s+l) 
and nonlinearity, n(y), given by 
0.02 y , if (y| < 2, 
n(y) = 
{ 0.04 sgn y. if |y| > 2. 
From tabulations of describing functions such as those found in [2] we 
have 
0.02 , if 0 < a < 2, 
N(a) = 
0.02 - [arcsin (-) + (-) , if a > 2. 
The describing function equation (1) gives us Wg = 10 and 
a^ = 4.95082895. Furthermore, since 
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d(s) = + 50s^ + 100s + 5000 , 
we see that 
= -0.1923 - 199.9615 
and 
- igg = -3.8462 X 10~^ - il.923 x 10~^. 
Since > 0, for 1=0,1, and since the S's are reasonably small in 
magnitude, we expect a stable manifold (also see figure 3). In addition, 
if we pick the initial conditions in such a way that the transient x^Ct) 
is negligible, then 
(25) yQ(t) = (Er(t) + a^) cos (w^t + F - 9(t)). 
Ignoring the higher ordered terms in equations (22) and (23), we arrive 
at the following predictions: 
1) The solution yQ(t) will lock onto (what appears to be) a 
periodic orbit at a rate dictated roughly by i.e., 
r(t) = r^e ^ ^  = r^e 0"009t^ where TQ is initial value of r(t). 
~ ~^2 
2a) If rQ > 0, then 9'(t) = -y- EN' (a^) r(t) 
= -47510rQe 0'009t ^ Thus, F - 9(t) will tend upward to some phase 
shift. Hence, the oscillations of yQ(t) will appear to speed up and 
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lock onto the frequency of the manifold. 
2b) If rg < 0, then 0'(t) > 0. We expect F - 9(t) to tend 
downward to some phase shift. Hence, the ygCt) oscillations will 
appear to slow down and lock onto the frequency of the manifold. 
In case 2a) or 2b), the magnitude of the radial displacement from 
aQ determines the magnitude of 9'(t). Recalling the role of 9(t) in 
(25), we see that a large change in 0(t) (i.e., a large 0'(t)) will 
result in a drastic change in the oscillatory behavior of yQ(t). To 
illustrate this point we numerically simulated the above feedback 
system. In figure 4, the effect of a large rg > 0 on the solution 
yQ(t) can be easily observed, i.e., it can be seen that the oscillations 
speed up and eventually lock onto the frequency of the manifold as 
predicted. Similarly, numerical results for initial rg < 0 verified 
the predicted behavior, i.e., the oscillations slowed down and eventually 
locked onto the frequency of the manifold. 
Our last example combines an unstable linear operator with a 
threshold nonlinearity to produce a stable integral manifold. Consider 
the feedback system with its linear part, G(s), given by 
4 3 2 ' 
s + 100s + 2525s - 100s + 100 
and its nonlinear part, n(y), given by 
jo , if jyj < <5, 
n(y) = j 
( m(y-(sgny) 6), if jyj > 5, 
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where m = 2978.616155 and 5 = 0.5 (see figure 5). For this 
nonlinearity, we have the corresponding describing function 
(o , if 0 < a < 5, 
N(a) = \ 
I m[l -(arcsin (^) + (-^) V l-(—)^)], if a > 6. \ 71 a a " & 
The describing function equation (1) is solved for a^ = = 5. 
Furthermore, since 
d(s) = s4 + lOOs^ + 2525s2 + 2500s + 62500, 
we see that 
6^- ig^ = -3.1369 X lO"* - i 1.5528 x lo"^ 
and 
+ iA^ = 2.3527 x 10~^ + i(-3.8835 x lo"^). 
Observing that > 0, for 1=0,1,2, and since both and 6^ are 
small, we expect a stable integral manifold (also see figure 6). From 
the additional analysis of equations (22) and (23), we predict that the 
solution ygCt) will exhibit a "slow time" behavior (c.f. [6]). That 
is, we expect the amplitude of yQ(t) to slowly approach a value near 
aQ = 5. Furthermore, since 0'(t) = 0.36r(t), we expect very little 
deviation in the frequency of the yQ(t) oscillations. Numerical 
simulation of this system confirms these predictions. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper shows that the describing function method for predicting 
the existence and stability of integral manifolds in a wide class of 
feedback systems is correct. Note that, as in [6], we have computable 
parameters and 6^) which, when sufficiently small, guarantee the 
existence of an integral manifold. In addition, the integral manifold's 
stability is easily determined by computable parameters. 
Finally, as pointed out in the examples, our analysis will indicate 
rather detailed behavior of the solution near the integral manifold. 
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Figure 1. Feedback system configuration 
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Figure 5. Threshold nonlinearLty 
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Figure 6a. Polar Plot of Exançle 2 
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FAST II. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF ALMOST SINUSOIDAL 
PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS IN NONLINEAR CONTROL 
SYSTEMS SUBJECTED TO NONCONSTANT PERIODIC 
INPUT 
63 
ABSTSACI 
We investigate the existence, local uniqueness and local stability 
properties of almost sinusoidal periodic oscillations in a class of 
nonlinear control systems subjected to a nonconstant periodic input. 
Provided two parameters are sufficiently small, a modified Routh-
Hurwitz condition is given which determines the stability of the forced 
response. The analysis uses the classical single-input sinusoidal 
describing function to predict the amplitude and phase shift of the 
fundamental component of the forced response; a novel linearization of 
the forced problem; averaging; and a simple theorem concerning perturbed 
linear systems. 
We present several systems which, in theory, satisfy our results. 
We also demonstrate, by means of a specific example, how the results 
could be used in practice. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the stability of periodic motions in a 
class of nonlinear control systems subjected to continuous, nonconstant 
periodic inputs. In particular, we use the classical single-input 
sinusoidual describing function method [6] to obtain the approximate 
amplitude, a^, and phase shift, a, of the system response. We then 
employ several state-space coordinate transformations, averaging and a 
result on perturbed linear systems in order to: 
(i) verify the existence and uniqueness of a periodic motion 
Xp(t), near the approximate solution determined by a^ 
and a, 
(ii) analyze the stability properties of Xp(t). 
The class of control systems considered consists of a linear part 
and a nonlinear part connected in a single loop feedback configuration 
(see figure 1). The linear part is given by a controllable and 
observable realization [11] of a real rational transfer function, 
G(s), where the degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the 
denominator of G(s). The nonlinear part of the system is required to be 
an odd, continuous, single-valued function with some additional piecewise 
differentiability properties. 
This paper is divided into six sections, the first being a brief 
overview of the paper. In the second section, we state some related 
results, and, for the reader's convenience, the statement of the above 
mentioned result on perturbed linear systems is given. The third section 
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explains some of the notation and gives the statement of our main 
result. In the fourth section, we present the proof of our main 
result. The fifth section is devoted to specific examples. We end the 
paper with some brief remarks. 
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II. RELATED RESULTS 
There is extensive literature devoted to the theoretical justifica­
tion of the describing function method as it is currently used in 
studying limit cycle behavior in nonlinear systems. In particular, the 
results of Bass [2], Bergen and Franks [3], Bergen et al. [4], Mees and 
Bergen [12], Skar et al. [18], and Swem [19] are concerned with the 
existence of self-sustained oscillations in systems subjected to zero 
forcing function. On the other hand, Holtzman [9], Miller and Michel 
[13], and Sandberg [17] used the describing function method to obtain 
sufficient conditions which guarantee the existence of periodic solutions 
of nonlinear control systems subjected to periodic forcing functions. 
Sandberg's analysis is based on a global contraction mapping 
argument on the space of periodic functions which are square integrable 
over a period. His results require that the nonlinearity be Lipschitzian. 
With some additional restrictions, he is able to assert the existence of 
a unique periodic response to an arbitrary periodic input with the same 
period. Moreover, he is able to give an upper bound on the mean square 
error between the actual periodic syctem response and the predicted 
response. In addition, he gives a necessary condition for the occurrence 
of jump-resonance phenomena (see [6] or [10]) as well as conditions under 
which sub-harmonics and self-sustained oscillations cannot occur. 
Holtzman, by requiring the local differentiability of the operator 
near the approximate solution, obtains a local existence result. As a 
consequence of this approach, he is able to give a uniform bound on the 
error between an actual solution and the approximate solution. 
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Miller and Michel, by applying results on the differential resolvent 
of Volterra equations and weak solutions, presented an existence result 
for sinusoidally forced nonlinear systems containing, for example, relays 
or hysteresis nonlinearities. Like Holtzman, a subspace of the 
continuous functions is used to obtain a uniform bound on the error 
between a solution and the describing function approximation. 
The techniques employed in this paper are similar to those used by 
the present authors (see [15] or [16]) to study the stability of oscil­
lations in nonlinear systems with zero forcing. However, in the current 
paper, the linearization of the problem must account for the effects of 
the fundamental component of the forcing. In addition, the role of the 
phase angle of the solution is drastically changed. 
In Section IV, we will require a theorem on perturbed linear systems 
of the form 
x* = eAx + eX(t,x,y,£) , 
(S) 
y' = By + e Y(t,x,y,s) , 
where 
(G-1) X and Y are assumed to be defined and continuous 
on a set 
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0 = {(t,x,y,e) € R X X X R: |x| < n, 
| y |  <  0 c e < EQ} , 
for some TIJEQ > 0 , 
(G-2) X and Y are 2ir-periodic in t, 
(G-3) there exists a continuous, monotone increasing function 
<(•), with ic(0) = 0, such that 
|X(t,x,y,e)| < ic(b) + <(a)a for all t € R, 
jxl < a, |y| < a, 0 < e < b, 
(G-4) Y is Lipschitz in x and y, with Lipschitz constant 
M, 
(G-5) there exists a nonnegative step function, L(t,v,w), 
which is 2%-periodic in t, such that, for 0 < t < Zir 
N 
L(t,v,w) = Z c^(v,w) Xj (t) , 
n=l n.v.w 
where 
(a) 0 < c^(v,w) < MQ < for 1 < n < N, 0 < v < n, 
0 < w < £Q. 
:n,v,w = [*n,v,w'bn,v,*] ^ subinterval of [0,2*] 
for 1 < n < N. and H ^ ^ 
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and 
(c) XT is the characteristic function for I , 
i.e., 
Xi (t) = 
t G la,,.. ' 
°> f ^n.v.w ' 
(d) ^ - a* , ,) - 0, for all u, 1 < n < N 
as (v,w) * 0, 
|X(t,X2,yQ,e) - X(t,Xj,yQ,e)| < iXt.a.bOjxg- x^| , 
IXCt.XQ.y^jS) - X(t,XQ,y^,E)| < L(t,a,b)|y2- yj , 
for all t 6 R, x^^ € R^, y^^ € R'i, with |x^| < a < n, |y\| < a < n 
and 0 < e < b < EQ, Here, R denotes the set of real numbers. 
Theorem 1: Suppose X and Y satisfy (G-1) through (G-5) and that A 
and B are noncritical. Then, for each fixed e, 0 < s < (provided 
E^ is sufficiently small) there exists C(E) and D(E), with 
n > C(E) > D(e) > 0, so that within the region 
= {(t,x,y) : (t,x,y,E) € Î2, jxj < C, |y| < C} 
there is a unique 2n-periodic solution of (E), given by 
Sg = {(t,f^(t,E),f2(t,E)) : t e R} , 
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where f^(t+2Tr,e) = f^(t,e). The solution is unique in the sense that 
if a solution [t,x(t),y(t)) € for all t € R, then 
(t,x(t),y(t)} € Sg, for all t Ç R. 
In addition, if either A or B have an eigenvalue with a positive 
real part, then is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov. However, if 
both A and B are stable matrices, then is asymptotically stable. 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows standard contraction mapping 
arguments, such as those found in [7], [8], [10] and [14]. 
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III. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT 
We will analyze feedback systems of the form displayed in figure 
1, where rg € R is continuous and 2n/w-periodic, with w > 0. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume rg has the form 
r^Ct) = a^ sin cot + i|)(ajt) , 
where 
2Tr 
/ ii'(t)e dt = 0 and a^ > 0 . 
0 " 
The linear part of the feedback system is denoted by the transfer 
function G(s). We assume G(s) is a real rational function, i.e., 
G(s) = p(s)/q(s) , 
where p(s) = ^ ^ + ... + s + , 
q(s) = ^ + ... + 6^ s + Gg , 
'^k'\ ^  0 < k < J-1 . 
Note that we will allow the leading coefficients of p(s) to be zero, 
i.e., 0 < deg p(s) < J-1 . In addition, we assume p(s) and q(s) 
have no common roots. The nonlinear part, n(«), must be an odd 
function which satisfies some additional smoothness requirements (see 
(H-2) of Theorem 2.) 
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Applying the describing function method [6] to the system in 
figure 1, we obtain 
-1*0 
(la) [1 + G(iûj)N(a)]a e = G(ia))a„ , 
where N(a) is the sinusoidal—input describing function for the non-
-ioQ 
linear function n(y). The term e corresponds to the phase shift 
required in order to balance the resulting fundamental components of the 
signals in the system. 
Suppose there is a value a = a^ > 0 for which (la) holds, that is. 
(lb) jl + G(iw)N(a^)|a^ = |G(iw)|aQ, and 
OQ = arg([G(iaj)] ^ + N(a^)) 
We assigne a^ is a value for which n'(y) exists. For example, if n 
is the saturation function 
| y |  <  a  ,  
|y| > 6, m,6 > 0 and sgn y = —^ 
| y |  
n(y) = 
mo sgn y 
then a^ 2 6 . 
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The assumption p(s) and q(s) have no common roots implies the 
feedback system in figure 1 has a natural phase space controllable and 
observable linear realization 
(2) = Axo + bou , 
(3) o
 
X I
I o
 
with transfer function G(s) = ffh^ e^^ b^} 
companion matrix for q(s). 
o
 
o
 
o
 1 
o
 
o
 
o
 
A = 0 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... 1 
_ 0 1 2 J-1 J 
while bQjhQ are real J-tuples, with b^ = (0,0,... ,0,1) and 
T 
hg = (YQ,YT The control, u, will be r^Ct) - nCy^Ct)). 
If we substitute the control u(t) = sin ojt - N(a^)yQ(t) for 
u in (2), we see that (2) has a periodic solution 
—1 2 T 
XgCt) = a^^E (sin(wt-a),w cos(wt-a),-w sin(ut-a),...) 
for all t 6 R , 
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where a = + arg(p(iw)) and E = |p(iw)|. We will show that there 
exists a 2ir/ui-periodic solution x^Ct) of the original system (2) near 
x^Ct), provided two computable parameters are small. In addition, we 
will give a stability criterion for x^Ct). Here, stability will mean 
local asymptotic stability, while instability will be in the sense of 
Lyapunov [14]. In order to state the stability results for the above 
phase space realization of the feedback system, we introduce the 
following notation: 
Let d(s) be given by 
a„E 
(4) d(s) = q(s) + p(s)N(a^) ^ {sin o ~ + cos a} 
= + d^s^-l + ... + dj_^S + dj , 
where and a^ are given by equations (la,b). Define 6^,62 
by 
wd'(iw) • 
For k = l,2,...,J-2, we define Hurwitz determinants associated 
with d(s) by 
Dj = di , = det , = det 
<1 <3 <5 
<0 <2 <4 
0 d; d, 
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D, = det 
^4 ^6 
•^3 '^5 
^2 "^4 
and so forth, where we take d. = 0 if j > J. Define Dj_^ and Dj 
by 
and 
°J-1 ~ ^  j l+G(il)N(ap I 
Dj = Re{(6j-iB2)(2[q(ioi)+p(ia))N(ap] + a^N'(a^)p(iw))} 
We now present our main result. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that system (2)-(3) satisfies 
(&-1) All dj are real for 0 < j < J, with d^ = 1 and that 
Dj * 0, for 1 < j < J. 
(5-2) The function n is an odd, continuous, piecewise 
continuously differentiable function. Moreover, on any 
interval y^ < y < y^, where n'(y) exists and is 
continuous, n''(y) also exists and is uniformly 
continuous. The describing function for n(y) will be 
denoted by N(a). 
(H—3) The polynomials p(s) and q(s) have no common factors. 
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(5-4) There exists > 0 satisfying (lb) and an associated a 
such that d(s) has the simple roots ±iw. In addition, 
aj^ must be a point of continuity of n'(y). 
If and gg are sufficiently small, then there is a (sup norm) 
neighborhood Nq of {(t,XQ(t)) ; t € R} with the properties: 
(i) There exists a Zir/tu-periodic solution Xp(t) of (2) such 
that the graph of Xp(t) lies in NQ. 
T 
(ii) If (tQ,n ) € NQ, but (tg) * n, then the solution of (2) 
satisfying XQ(tQ) = n must leave NQ in finite time. 
Hence, Xp(t) is the only 2n/w-periodic solution of (2) 
near XQ(t). 
(iii) If Dj > 0, for j = 1,2,...,J, then Xp(t) is stable, 
(iv) If < 0, for some k, 1 < k < J, then x^(t) is 
P 
unstable. 
Since |x (t) - XQ(t)| will be small for all t € R, we have 
yp(t) = hjxp(t) 
g— [YQ sin(ut-a) + cos(wt-a) +...+ sin(wt-a)] 
dt 
= Im[p(iw)e^(^^ 
= aj^ Im[exp(i(wt - a + arg p(iu)))] 
77a 
= sinCwt-ag). 
Finally, suppose we have a controllable and observable system 
(2') x' = A^x + b^u , 
(3 ' ) y = c^x , 
Jx J J 
with transfer function G(s) = p(s)/q(s). Here, A^, € R , b^,c € R 
and u € R, with u = a^ sin cot - n(y). Then, by results from control 
theory [11], there is a nonsingular change of coordinates, x = Px^, 
such that system (2*)-(3') is linearly equivalent to system (2)-(3). 
This gives rise to the following corollary. 
Corollary. Suppose that system (2')-(3') satisfies hypotheses (H-1) 
through (H-4) of Theorem 2. If and 6^ are sufficiently small, 
then there is a neighborhood = {(t,(Px)^) : (t,x^) G of 
Px^Ct) with the properties: 
(i) There exists a 2Tr/u-periodic solution Px^(t) of (2*), 
such that the graph of Px^Ct) lies in PNg. 
(ii) If (tQ,n^) € PNq, but PXpCtg) # n, then the solution of 
(2') satisfying xCt^) = n must leave PNQ in finite 
time. Hence, Px^Ct) is only 2?/w-periodic solution of 
(2') near Px^Ct). 
(iii) If Dj > 0, for all j = 1,2,...,J, then Px^Ct) is 
stable. 
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(iv) If D. < 0, for some j, 1 < j < J, then Px (t) is 
J P 
unstable. • 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
Note that system (2) - (3), with control u = r^ - nCy^), is 
equivalent to the scalar equation 
(5) q(D)z + n(p(D)z) = a^ sin cot + ^ ^wt) , 
where D = d/dt and = (z,Dz,...,D^ ^ z). Via the time scaling 
T = ut, we see that (5) is equivalent to 
(6) q(ud/dT)z + n(p(wd/dT)z) = sin T + . 
Define d(s), a monic degree polynomial with real, constant 
coefficients, by 
-J 
d(s) = 0) d(tos). 
By the choice of a^ and a, it is obvious that 
d(i) = d(-i) = 0. 
We now rewrite equation (6) to obtain 
-7 (7) d(d/dT)z = u [N(a )p(ud/dT)z {(sin a)dz/dT + 
(cos o)z} - n(p(u)d/dT)z) + a^ sin T + T)j(T)]. 
For the sake of notational convenience we replace T by t and 
simply analyze equation (7). Let z ^  be defined by 
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~T 2 J-1 
z = (z,Dz,D z,...,D z), 
We now rewrite (7) as the system 
Ea 
(8) z' = Eg z + w ^ b^fa^ sin t ^ [(sin + 
(cos a)z^] + N(a^)h^ z - n(h^ z) + i(/(t)} , 
where BQ is the companion form of d(s) and 
We will transform Bg into a combination of its real and complex 
T 2 J-1 
Jordan canonical forms. First, let a(s) = (l,s,s ,...,s ). Clearly, 
a(i) is a right eigenvector of BQ corresponding to the eigenvalue 
S^ = i of BQ. Let S^ = -i and define ^^^^2 ^  ^  BY 
Çj + ^ 2(i). 
Next, we define vectors S R . Suppose are the 
remaining roots of d(s). Suppose that s^ has multiplicity m^ > I, 
that is, 
®k+l ••• ^k+m -1 * 
k 
We define Ç, ,. by 
iC+J 
'W • jT -<=' 
S=Sk 
, for j = 0,1,2,...,m^-l, 
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Observe that {Ç, ,. "he" 
-1 
k+j j=0 
forms a chain of generalized eigenvectors 
of BQ corresponding to the root s, , i.e.. 
[Bq ~ ^k+j-1 ' ^ ~ 
and 
'»o - - "• 
Taking B € 
B - [ÇJ»!£>?3>•••fÇj] - ) ij •" JxJ 
and setting Bv = z, we transform (8) into 
(9) 
0 1 
-1  0  0 
c  
-1 -J 
V + B bgW [a^ sin t + ^ (t) -
^^0 ^ fs4 T T 
[(cos a)z + (sin a)z ] + N(a )h Bv - n(h Bv)] 
a^ 1 2. I 
Using the notation 
-1 -J 
6 = B SÇJUJ 
nj(y) = N(aj)y - n(y). 
*3 = (V3,v^,...,vj), 
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=6" 1 0 0 ... 0 
*7 
II 0 1 0 ... 0 
_^8_ r 1 
and letting 
Pj^ + iPj = P(iw) , 
we have 
(10) v' = 
0 1 
-1 _ 0 
0 
0 
C 
EaQ 
V + 6[aQ sin t — [(cos a)(v^+x^) 
+ (sin a)(v2+Xy)] + ^ i(Pr^i"'"Pi"*'2''"*8^ *(t)] 
Applying the Van der Pol transformation. 
= $(t) 
where 
$(t) = 
cos t sin t 
-sin t cos t 
to equation (10) yields 
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f(t j^2'^6'^7 *^8 ^ * 
(11) 
= Cxg h(C^x^fX^^x^)Xy'^3^ ' 
Ea. 
where h(t ,x^ ,*2,x^,x^,Xg) = a^ sin t + ^ (t) — [(cos a)(cos t x^ + 
+ sin t Xg + Xg) + (sin a)(-sin t x^ + cos t Xg + Xy)] + 
ni(Pg^(cos t x^ + sin t x^) + pj.(-sin t x^ + cos t x^) + Xg) 
and f(t,x^,X2,x^,Xy,Xg) = $(-t) 
L62J 
hC^ jX^ '^2 '^6'^7'^8^ * 
2IT 
Define ^0^*1'^2^ f (t ,x^ ,X2,0,0,0)dt and 
u(t,x^,x2) = / [f(s,Xj^ .x^,0,0,0) - fQ(x^,X2)]ds 
Observe that u(t,x^,x2) has the form considered in [15], with the 
addition of some terms linear in (x^,x2). This implies that u is 
continuous, 2u periodic in t, in (t,x^,x2) and are 
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Lipschitz continuous in (x^,x2)« These conditions on u will be needed 
later in order to apply Theorem 1. 
The change of variables 
I j = w + u(t,w), w = [w^.w^] , 
will be used to average equation (11). Since 
-2 J 
= w' + u^(t,w) + u^(t,w)w' = f(t,Xj,X2,x^,X7,Xg) , 
where u^(t,w) = 
3x. 
J J 
, is the Jacobian matrix of u(t,w) and 
2x2 
u^(t,w) = f(t,w,0,0,0) - fgCw) , 
we see that (11) is equivalent to 
W' = fQ(w) + f^(t,W,X^,Xy,Xg) , 
(12)  
( x^ = Cx + h(t,wfu(t,w),x^,xy,Xg) . 
T Here, f^ = (f^^,f^2) is the vector function defined by 
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- 1 ,  f ^(tjW.Xg.X^.Xg) = [I+U^(t,w)] [f (t,w+u(t,w) ,Xg,X^,Xg) 
- f(c,w,0,0,0) - u^(t,w)fQ(w)] 
= [I+U (t,w)] 
-Ea, 
— [(cos t u (t,w) + 
ai i 
sin t U2(t,w)+x^)cos a + (-sin t Ui(t,w) + cos t ^^(t,*) + 
Xy)sin a] + ni(pj^((Wi+Ui(t,w))cos t + (w2+U2(t,w))sin t) 
+ Pj.(-(wi+Ui(t,w))sin t + (w2+U2(t,w))cos t) + Xg) 
- COS t + *2 sin t) + p^^-w^ sin t + cos t))' 
%(t,w)fo(w)] . 
We now compute fgCw). Let = a cos y, = a. sin y and 
p(iw) = Pg^ + iPj = E exp(iF). Then, 
2ir 
fn(*) " 17 j" f(t,w,0,0,0)dt 
2-n 5^ cos t - ^ 2 sin t 
3^ sin t + 62 cos t 
Ea, 
{a, sin t [(cos t w,+ sin t w„)cos a 
+ (-sin t + cos t W2)sin a] + ^ ^(aE cos(t+F-Y)) + ^ (c)}dt 
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= V2 
A E&Q A  ^ A . 
-#2*0 a" [(6^W^-B2W2)cos a + (62Wj^+3^W2)sin a] 
^ ^ ^ A A 
G^aQ — [(62*1+62*2)^08 a + (-B^w^+B^w^Osin a] 
+ V2aE N^(aE) 
6^ COS(F-Y) + $2 sin(F-Y) 
-6j sin(F-Y) + Gg COS(F-Y) 
= 1/2 
Ea, 
-62^0 — ° + (62*2^+6jW2)sin a] 
Ea, 
+ V2 Nj^(aE) 
^l(PR~l+Pl"2) + ®2^Pl"rPR^2^ 
-6i(PIWI-P^W2) + 62(PR*l+PlW2) 
2 2 2 
where a = + Wg and N^(') is the describing function for n^ 
In order to analyze the radial and angular deviation from the 
predicted amplitude and phase shift, we now introduce the polar 
coordinates 
Wj = (r + -g— ) sin(n-a) , 
w^ = (r + — ) cos(ri-a) 
These coordinates transform (12) into 
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(13) 
n 
r 
-E ^ 
—[ 6^ coso+B^sina] H 
: . . EN'(aj^) . . -
(-G^slna+ggcosa) (g^p^-ggPR) 
g . a N'(a,) . 
[g^sina-ggcosa] - — (g^cosa+ggSino) (g^Pg+ggP^) 
'cos(Ti-a) -sin(n-a) 
sin(n-a) 
r + 
'1 
E 
cos(n-a) 
^1 
fj^(t,(r +— )sin(ri-a) ,(r + — )cos(n-a). 
x^,x^,xg) + &(r^+n^) + f2(r) , 
(14) ^3 = (^3 + 
6," 
L^jJ 
h(t,w+u(t,w),x^,Xj ,Xg) 
where 
ZfgXr) = 
(Nj(Er+a^) - N^(a^)Er)(6^p^-g2P%) 
_[t4^(Er+a^)(r+ ^  ) - N^(a^)a,r)(g^Pg+62P%)^ 
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Let + iMj = (G^-igg) —— exp(ia) and 
+ iZj = Mj^ + + (Sj-iB2)aj^N'(aj)p(iu). Then, equation (13) is 
equivalent to 
(15) 
""p 
f h n 
It 
a, 
- ~ n
 
1 
1
«
 
r 
+ perturbation terms, 
Observe that the matrix in (15) is stable if, and only if, 
and Dj are positive. On the other hand, the matrix is unstable if, and 
only if, Dj_i or Dj is negative. 
Before examining the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we must transform 
the X3 coordinate. First, let x^ = B^x^, where is the submatrix 
of B given by 
^1 = 
^13 
'23 
'14 
""24 
.^J-2,3 ^J-2,4 
'IJ 
'"2J 
^J-2 ,J 
and x^ is a J-2 tuple with x^ = (x^^,x^^^...,x^ j_2) . This implies 
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'=6' ' l  0 0 . . .  o" 
*7 
II 0 1 0 ... 0 tÇ3>^4»•••>5ji®1 • 
1 
X 00
 
1 ( 1 
From (14), we have 
(16)  ^4 = + ®1 h(t,w+u(t,w),xg,x^,xg) . 
„-l Due to the structure of C and ~ ^ 1*^®! the companion 
matrix of the J-2 degree polynomial 
n (s-s.) 
j=3 ^ 
Furthermore, since 
b„ = = BS , 
we have 
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where and are, respectively, the first and second columns of 
B with their J-1 and components removed. Defining 
^ 2 ^ 2  l y L  l / «  
e = [Bj +$2 ] and letting = e we see that (16) becomes 
(17) = C^x^ - e • 
Observe that Cj^ is stable if, and only if, > 0, for 
k = l,2,...,J-2. Similarly, Cj^ is unstable if < 0, for some k, 
1 < k < J—2. 
We note that in (13), with e as a free parameter, 
E ^{perturbation terms} satisfies hypothesis (G-3) of Theorem 1. We 
now verify that the perturbation terms satisfy the Lipschitz function 
condition. However, due to the Lipschitz continuity of u- and u and 
Xi 
the definition of £2, we need only examine the term involving n^, 
i.e., 
nj^(pR((Wi+Ui(t,w))cos t + (w2+U2(t,w))sin t) + Pj.(-(wj^+uj^(t,w))sin t 
+ (w2+U2(t,w))cos t) + Xg) - cos t + *2 sin t) 
+ P];(~Wj^ sin t + W2 cos t) ) 
= n^((Er+a^)sin(t+n+F-a) + Xg +©(e)) - n^((Er+a^^)sin(t+n+F-a)) , 
where xg is now G(/e x^) and the term &(e) has Lipschitz constants 
of order &(e). In particular, we naist examine the Lipschitz continuity 
of 
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n^((Er+a^)sin 9 + 6) - n^((Er+a^)sin 0) 
with respect to r (and n), for 0 < 6 < 2n, E|r| < |5| < 6^, 
where 5^^ is a small positive number. 
For any Ô2 > 0, there is a > 0, such that the values of 
y = a^ sin 0 + Er sin 0+6, 0 < 0 < 2m, cannot be within 6^ of a 
point where n'(y) does not exist, except on a set S(6^) of intervals, 
S(G^) Ç [0,2%]. Clearly, S(5^) can be chosen such that the measure of 
S(ôj) tends to zero as tends to zero. For any 0, 0 < 0 < 2n, we 
have 
D = |{n^((Er^+a^)sin 0 + 6) - n^((Er^+a^)sin 0)} 
- {n^((Er2+a^)sin 0 + 6) - n^((Er+a^)sin 0)}| 
< 2EL|sin 9| |r^- r^j 
< ZELlr^-r^l , where L = max|n'(y)| + |N(a^)| . 
For 0 € [0,2%] - S(ô^), we note that y = (Er+a^)sin 0 + 5 € H, 
h = {z: 0 < IzI < a^ + 26^, |z-p| > 6^, for any point p where n' 
does not exist}. Moreover, n*(y) is uniformly continuous on components 
of H. Thus, there exists a continuous, increasing function a, such 
that a(0) = 0 and 
|nj(yi) - n^(y2)| < cflyy-y^l) , 
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provided and ^2 in the same component of H. So, if S(ô^) 
is properly chosen, we see that 
D < |nj((Er2+a^)sin 9 + 6) - n^((Er^+a^)sin 0)| Ejr^-r^l 
< a(|E(r2-r^)sin 0 + 6|)|r^-r2|E 
< a(3 6j)irj-r2lE , 
for 8 € [0,2ir] - 5(6^), where r^ and r^ are points which lie 
between r^ and T2» 
Hence, taking 
Î2LE, for t+n+F-a € S(6^) , o(36^)E, for t+n+F-a € [0,2ir] - S(6^) , 
we see that 
n^((Erfa^)sin(tTn+F-a) + ô^) - n^((Er+a^)sin(t+n+F-a)) 
is Lipschitz continuous in r, for E|r| < , t+n+F-a € [0,2n], with 
Lipschitz function LCt+n,^^). In much the same manner, we can obtain a 
Lipschitz function for the variable n. So, provided e is sufficiently 
small, we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain a unique periodic solution for 
equations (13) and (17) which is near r = n = 0, = 0, given by 
n = f^(t) , 
r = f2(t) , 
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*5 " , 
with |f^(t)| uniformly small and f^(t+2ir) = f^(t) for i = 1,2,3. 
That is, we have a 2ir-periodic solution which is stable, if all 
> 0, i = 1,2,...,J. On the other hand, this periodic solution is 
unstable, if one of the is negative. Combining this information 
with the Lipschitz continuity of u, we see that the periodic solution 
(in the variable v) is stable, if > 0, k = 1,2,...,J and is 
unstable, if < 0, for some k, 1 < k < J. Since B is invertible, 
stability or instability in v is equivalent to that in 
2. After rescaling time, we arrive at the desired results. ' 
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V. EXAMPLES 
Let 
to = 1 ; 
"o " Î ' 
> 0 be a fixed, but arbitrary, real number; 
*(t) 5 0 ; 
n(y) be any nonlinear function satisfying (H-2) and 
(H-3) of Theorem 2, such that its describing 
function, N(a), satisfies the property N'(aj^) > 0; 
p(s) = s ; 
q(s) = 8^ + (k+l)s^ + (k+l)s^ + (k+2-N(a^)]s + (k-1), 
where k is a parameter, v?ith k > 1. 
In addition, assume n'(aj^) exists. 
As required for controllability and observability, we see p(s) 
and q(s) have no common root. Moreover, evaluation at s = i yields 
P(i) = i , 
q(i) = -1 + (l-N(a^))i , 
G(iw) = G(i) = p(i)/q(i) = i[-l + (l-N(a^))i] ^. 
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Thus, 
—la. 
[1 + G(iaj)N(aj^) la^e = G(iw)a^/2 
So, if a^ = a^/2, we have a solution to the describing function 
equation (1). 
Using the above parameters, we obtain 
a = QQ + arg p(iw) = ^  , 
ao|p(ia))| 
d(s) = q(s) + p(s)N(a ) {sin o — + cos a} i a^ I w J 
= s^ + (k+l)s^ + (k+l)s^ + (k+l)s + k 
= (s^+l)(s+l)(s+k) , 
D3 = 1 + a^N'Cs^Re j i+G(J^)N(a^) j 
= 1 + a^N'(ap/2 > 0 , 
^4 = Be{(g^-i62)(2[q(iw) + p(iw)N(a^)] + a^N'(a^)p(iw)]} 
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Furthermore, since the roots of d(s) are ±1, -1 and -k, we see that 
it is unnecessary to check and D2. 
Next, we compute + iM^, + iZ^ and e. Observe that 
aglpCiw)! 
+ iMj. = (gj-iB2) exp(ia) 
k - li 
k^ + 1 
+ 1=1 (Si-iBzJC ^  expCia^) + a^N'(a^))p(iw) 
k _ li [(k-1) - (k+l)i]a^N'(a^) 
k^ + 1 2(k^ + 1) 
and 
-2 "2^^ 2 
e = (gj + 62) = [2(k:+l)] 
In order to apply Theorem 1, we must have bounds on e^^ and 
e^^, where 
A = 
and 
-k 
2 + (k+l)a^N'(a^) 
/2(k^+l) 
-a. 
v40? +1) 
2a^/2(k2+l) 
-(2k+(k-l)a^iN'(ap) 
2/20ÂT) 
^^ij^2x2 
C = 
-1 -(k+1) 
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Observe that, as k + + », the eigenvalues of A tend to 
-1 -1 SjN'Caj^) 
— and . Thus, for all k sufficiently large, 
/2 /2 2/2 
At 
^1 ^2 
Xi 0 
'2J 
-V, 
-1 
1 
'12 
^2 - Ai ' 
~ -1 -1 -^3 
where X, and X_, X, — , X_ — - = — , are the 
^  2  1 / 2  2 / 2  2 / 2  n 
distinct eigenvalues of A, with > m > 0, m independent of 
k. Here, 
\ - ^11 
\ 
'12 
is chosen so that (l,v^) is an eigenvector of A corresponding to 
eigenvalue X^. we axso note ttiat 
^12 
N'(aj) 
2/2 
v^ + 0 
and 
^2 ~®1 ' 
as k + + ™. A straightforward computation yields 
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= (1-k) 1 
"e-kt-ke-t 
ke"^-ke 
—kt -t -, 
e —e 
«-c-ke-kc 
Hence, there exist positive constants, and > 0, independent 
of k, such that, for all t > 0 and any k sufficiently large. 
Ie^^I < m_e 
-X_t 
and Ie^^I < m e 
-X t 
Also, due to the fact that deg p(s) < deg q(s) - 3, we have the 
T following simple representation of [x^,x^,xg] : 
uXgj 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0" 
0 0 -1 [Ç3 5^] e x^ 
"1 0 0 0" 
V2 
= e 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
'1 0" 
V2 
= £ 0 1 
*5 • 
p 1. 
1 k 
—1 —k" 
-1 
Bi X3 
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Moreover, since. Bq, w, p(iu) and a are fixed independent of 
the parameter k, fQ(%^,X2) and u(t,x^,x2) depend on k only through 
and 62» Thus, we may apply Theorem 2 to obtain an asymptotically 
stable periodic solution, provided, of course, e is sufficiently small, 
that is, provided k is sufficiently large. 
In the above example, admissible choices of n(y) include 
(i) n(y) = yP, where p is any odd integer greater than 1, 
(ii) n(y) = |y|yP, where p is any odd positive integer, 
(iii) any threshold nonlinearity, with a^ > ô (see figure 2). 
Furthermore, the condition N'(a^) >0 is not essential in the above 
example. In particular, if n(y) is an ideal saturation function (see 
figure 3) and a^ > 6, then 
Thus, provided N'(a^) # 0 and > 0, the above computations hold 
without the requirement N'(a^) > 0. Hence, for the above choice of 
u, Oq, p(s) and q(s) and for any ideal saturation nonlinearity, by 
taking a^ and k sufficiently large, we will obtain an asymptotically 
stable periodic solution. 
Although we have presented an existence, uniqueness and exact 
stability analysis based upon the describing function method, we concede 
that the task of checking the "sufficiently small" hypothesis is 
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formidable. Thus, in actual practice, we urge control engineers to use 
the above theory as they currently use the describing method: 
when the theory predicts that the system has 
the desired response properties, verify by 
simulation. 
The following example illustrates this approach. 
Suppose G(s) and n(y) are given by 
= s(s+2)(s+3) 
and 
Î4y, for |y| < 1, 4|y|/y, for |y| > 1. 
The function, n(y), is an ideal saturation function (see figure 3, 
with m = 4, 6=1). Observe that the describing function equation (1) 
is satisfied when 
ag w 257.6772484 , 
a^ « 2.4754145 (NCa^) = 2) , 
CO = 10 , 
OQ « 2.745118723 (radians). 
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In addition, we have 
d(s) = (s^+100)(s+5) , 
a ** -2.06693891 + 2kir , k any integer, 
Sr". - 4m. 
0% > 0 , 
0% > 0 , 
and Dg > 0 . 
Since 6^ and 6^ are "small", we expect that system (2)-(3) has a 
locally asymptotically stable periodic solution near 
%u(t) = r;:o,(t),;Q2(t),xo2(c)i^ 
a ,  r j ,  
= -—22 fsin(10t- a),10 cos(10t- a),-100 sin(10t- a)] 
/ÎÔT 
In order to numerically substantiate this conjecture, we first simulated 
the system using the initial conditions x^CO) = XQ(0). In figure 4, the 
first component of the resulting solution, x^Ct), is plotted 
superimposed on the plot of x^^Ct). Next, we conducted various 
simulations using initial conditions near x^Ct). In figure 5, one such 
simultation is displayed. The plot shows the first component of the 
solution, XQ^(t). 
The numerical evidence appears to support the existence of a locally 
asymptotically stable period solution near x^Ct). 
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VI. CONCLDDING SEMABKS 
We have presented an exact stability analysis for nonlinear systems 
subjected to continuous, nonconstant periodic inputs. More precisely, if 
a system of the form (2')-(3') satisfies hypotheses (H-1) through (H-4), 
and provided e = = Iwd'(iw)I sufficiently small, then 
(i) the existence of a 2%/w periodic state-space solution is 
guaranteed, 
(ii) the 217/(1) periodic solution is unique in the sense that it is 
the only solution which remains (for all t € R) in a particular 
neighborhood of the "approximate solution" predicted by the describing 
function technique, 
(iii) the local stability (asymptotic stability or instability) of 
the state-space solution is easily obtained from the linearization of the 
problem. 
The stability of the linearization is checked by a modified Hurwitz 
criterion. 
In conclusion, we point out that, although we have used a describing 
function approximation, our results are for an actual periodic solution 
of the nonlinear system. That is, we have analyzed the the actual system 
(either (2)-(3) or (2')-(3')) and its actual response; not an approximte 
system or an approximate system response. 
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linear part 
G(s) 
n(*) 
nonlinear part 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the system 
n(x) 
_ J 
Figure 2. Threshold nonlinearity 
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n(x) 
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Figure 3. Saturation function 
( nx, for 1x1 < 5, 
n(x) = 
(m5|x|/x, for |x| > 6 
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CONCLUSION 
In Part I of this dissertation, we showed that the Loeb criterion is 
correct for the systems analyzed, provided that the quantities 8^ and 
6^ are sufficiently small. In fact, the Loeb criterion inequality was 
shown to be equivalent to requiring the linearized polar equation for the 
fundamental amplitude to be asymptotically stable. This is consistent 
with the initial motivation of the stability criterion (see [15]). 
Moreover, we explicitly stated the requirement that the remaining roots 
of the linearized problem have negative real parts in order to have 
locally asymptotically stable oscillations. This requirement is often 
overlooked, even though it is implied by the heuristic motivation of the 
stability criterion. 
In the forced case (Part II of this dissertation), we showed that 
the describing function method can be used to predict the existence and 
stability of a periodic response. More precisely, the describing 
function method yields a predicted amplitude and phase shift. We then 
showed that, in a sup norm neighborhood of the predicted sinusoidal 
response, there is one and only one periodic solution, i.e., local 
uniqueness. 
In Parts I and II, the exact stability type is easily checked by a 
modified Routh-Hurwitz test. In both Parts I and II, the Routh-Kurwitz 
test depends upon the linear part's transfer function, the nonlinear-
ities' describing function, and upon parameters from the describing 
function equation solution. We do not require exact information 
concerning the solutions. Of course, the price for using approximate 
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information is the "sufficiently small" assumption. This is a curse 
typically associated with qualitative stability analysis. Although, in 
theory, the "sufficiently small" can be quantified, in practice, it is 
extremely difficult. Furthermore, since all estimates are absolute and 
fail to account for the oscillatory nature of the solutions, even if we 
could obtain a quantified "sufficiently small", we would expect the 
result to be very conservative. 
As observed in Part II, stability in the forced case is extremely 
complex. The linearized problem clearly shows the coupling of the 
amplitude deviations and the phase angle deviations. However, this is to 
be expected since we are examining the stability properties of a single 
periodic response rather than the stability properties of a surface of 
solutions, i.e., the integral manifold. 
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APPENDIX A: THE INTEGRAL MANIFOLD THEOREM 
Consider a coupled system of ordinary differential equations of the 
form 
e' = ee(t,9,x,y,e) 
(E) ^ x' = EAX + eX(t,0,x,y,e) 
V2 
y' = By + £ Y(t,e,x,y,e) , 
defined on a set 0 = {(t,0,x,y,e) SRxRxR^xR^xR: |x| < n, 
|y| < n, 0 < e < Sg}, with 0, X and Y continuous on 0 . We assume 
that A and B are noncritical and, without loss of generality, that 
A = diag(A^,A_), B = diag(B^,B_), where the eigenvalues of the matrices 
A^, B_|_ have positive real parts and the eigenvalues of A_, B_ have 
negative real parts. Let 0, X and Y be 2ir-periodic in both t and 
9. Let Y be Lipschitz continuous in (0,x,y), with Lipschitz constant 
M > 0. Let X satisfy the condition 
|X(t,e,x,y,e)i < K(b) + a <(a) , 
for all (t,8,x,y,e) € n with |x| < a, jyj < a and 0 < £ < b, where 
<(•) is a continuous, monotone increasing function with k(0) = 0. 
Moreover, we assume there is a nonnegative function, L(u,v,w), which 
is 2ir-periodic in u, such that, for u € [0,2ir] 
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(1) 
N 
L(u,v,w) = E c (v,w) Xj (u), where 
n=l n,v,w 
(a) G < c^(v,w) < MQ < ® for 1 < n < N, 0 < v < n, 0 < w < Sg, 
(b) In V w interval in [0,2?], for 1 < n < N and 
n I = «5 if n. 2 n. , 
n ,v,w n.,v,w " "*1 " ' 2 
(c) x-r (u) is the characteristic function for I , i.e., 
n,v,w n.v.w 
1, for u € I 
n.v.w 
X i  (u) = 
n.v.w 
0, for u jÉ I 
n,v,w ' 
(d) Cn(v,w) mLljj y + 0 for all n, 1 < n < N, as (v,w) + 0 
(here, m[I] denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set I), 
and both X and 0 satisfy the following, nonstandard, Lipschitz 
conditions: 
(2) 
le(t,02,x,y,e) - e(t,9^,x,y,e) 
jX(t,62,x,y,e) - X(t,0^,x,y,e) 
le(t,9,X2,y,£) - e(t,e,Xj^,y,e) 
jX(t,0,X2,y,e) - X(t,0,x^,y,e) 
|e(t,e,x,y2,E) - e(t,0,x,y^,E) 
|X(t,0,x,y2,e) - X(t,0,x,y^,E) 
< L(t+0a,b)(02-0^1 , 
< L(t+0^,a,b)i02-0ji , 
< L(t+9,a,b)jx2-x^l , 
< L(t+0,a,b)lx2-xJ , 
< L(t+0,a,b) |y2-yj , 
< L(t+0,a,b)jy^-y^l , 
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for all t,0,0^,02 € R, € R^, 7,7^,72 S R^, with |x| < a, 
jx^l < a, |y| < a, |y^| < a and 0 < e < b. 
We will need the concept of an integral manifold of the system (E). 
Definition: A surface in (t,0,x,y) space is an Integral manifold 
of system (E) for a fixed e, if, for any point (t^,0^,XQ.y^,e) € 0 
such that (tQ,0Q,XQ,yQ) € S^, the solution of (E) passing through 
(0Q,XQ,yQ) at time tg satisfies (t,0(t),x(t),y(t)) € , for all 
t € R. 
For example, if we set 9=0, X hO ,  Y = 0  and e > 0 ,  then 
there is an integral manifold 
S = {(t,0,0,0) : - » < t,0 < <»} 
for the unperturbed system (E). Clearly, when both A and B are 
stable matrices, solutions of the unperturbed linear system will tend 
to S as t + + However, if either A or B has an eigenvalue 
with a positive real part, then S is unstable (with respect to the 
unperturbed linear system) in the sense of Lyapunov [33]. From the 
V2 
assumption on the magnitude of X and since e Y tends to zero as 
E + 0^, we expect, for all sufficiently small e > 0, an integral 
manifold, S^, for the perturbed system (E). We also expect to 
be near S and that will inherit the stability properties of S. 
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The above discussion gives rise to the theorem: 
Theorem 1: Suppose that 0, X and Y satisfy the periodicity, 
continuity, Lipschitz and norm conditions stated above. Assume that L 
satisfies (1) and suppose A and B are noncritical. Then, there exist 
> 0, C(e) > D(e) > 0 and 6(e) > 0, such that in the region 
Og = {(t,9,x,y) : (t,e,x,y,e) € n, |x| < C, |y| < C, 0 < e < 
there is an integral manifold of (E), given by 
(3) = {(t,9,f^(t,0,e),f2(t,0,£)) : t,9 € r} , 
where |f^(t,0,e) - f^(t,e,e)| < A(e)|0-e| ,  for all t,0,0 € R, 
nf^D < D(e), 
f^(t+2ir,0,e) = f^(t,9+2ïï,e) = f^(t,0,e), for all t,9 € R, 
and 
f^ € C(R^ X {e}). 
The integral manifold is unique in the sense that if a solution 
(t,9(t),x(t),y(t)) e for all t € R, then (t,9(t),x(t) ,y(t)) ^  , 
for all t € R. 
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In addition, if either A or B have an eigenvalue with a positive 
real part, then is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov. However, if 
both A and B are stable matrices, then, provided |p - f^Ct^,6^,5)1 
and I g - f2(tQ,0Q,e)| are sufficiently small, the solution of (E) which 
passes through (0Q,P,Ç) at time t^ will tend exponentially to some 
solution on as t + + =. • 
We will present the proof of Theorem 1 as a sequence of lemmas. In 
these lemmas we will adopt the following notation: 
J(t) = -
0 
K(t) = -
-B^t 
e 
0 
, for t > 0, 
(4) 
J(t) = 
-A t 
K(t) = 
-B t 
, for t < 0 
and J(-0) - J(+0) = I, K(-0) - K(+0) =1. It is obvious that there are 
constants a > 0, B > 0, such that |j(t)| < ge and 
jK(t)| < Se"®l^l, for all t€ R. 
By *(t,T,8,f,E), we will mean the solution of 
^ = e:8(t,^,f^(t,*,E),f2(C,^,E),G), 
= 0 ,  
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where f = The existence and uniqueness of iJ»(t,T,0 ,f ,e) will 
be obvious from later restrictions on the functions. Moreover, since e 
will be a fixed positive number, we will usually drop the explicit 
statement of dependence of the functions upon e. 
Let II « II denote the supremum of the norm of a function over its 
domain (with e fixed). For example, IIXB = sup|X(t ,0 ,x,y,e) | , where 
the supremum is over (t,0,x,y) with t,9 6 R, |x| < n and |y| < n. 
The first lemma gives the existence and "uniqueness" of an integral 
manifold. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that 0, X and Y satisfy the above continuity, 
periodicity, Lipschitz and norm conditions. Assume there exists a 
C(e) > 0, D(e) > 0 and A(e) > 0, with D < C < n, such that 
-1 r ^'^2 , (5) 2a 6 max{ic(e)+CK(C) ,e HYH} < D, 
(6) max / Ege ^^L(s+ii)(s,t,6,f ) ,C,e) 
t € R - oo 
s . 
• exp(e(l+2A)j/ L(u+i|j(u,t,0,f) ,C,e)duj )ds < 
and 
CO V2 s 
(7) max / e BM exp(-a|s-t| + e( 1+2A) |/L(U+I}>(U ,t ,0 ,f ) ,C,e )du| )ds 
t € R - " t 
< _A_ 
1+2A 
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hold for all f = (f^.fg), with Bf^n < C, such that *(u,t,8,f) 
exists and is unique for all u € R, (t,0) Ç domain f. Then, there 
2 
exists a f = (f^,f2) € C(R ), such that (3) is an integral manifold of 
(E), with nf^B < D, |f^(t,0) - f^(t,9)| < A18-81, for i = 1,2, 
t,9,0 6 R and f(t+2w,6) = f(t,8+2n) = f(t,0). Moreover, if 
(t,0(t),x(t),y(t)) is a solution of (E), such that |x(t)| < C, 
|y(t)| < C, for all t € R, then (t,e(t),x(t),y(t)) € , for all 
t € R. 
Proof. Let F(D(e),A(e)) be the space of continuous functions given by 
F(D,A) = {f € C(R^) : |||f |1| < D, f(t+2%,8) = f(t,8) = f(t,8+2%), 
for all t,0 G R, f;R^ + R^ X R^, with 
lf^(t,e) - f^(t,9)l < &|8-ë|, i = 1,2}, 
where jjjf jjj = max{ Of H, B f }. Clearly, F(D,A) is a complete metric 
space under the metric induced by ||{ • |||. 
We now define an operator T, on F(D,A), by 
Tf(t,9) = 
T^fCt,©) 
T2f(t,e)_ 
where 
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T^f(t, e )  = / J(e(s-t)) ex[s,ij)(s,t, e,f),fj(s, t|)(s,t, e,f)), 
f2(s,*(s,t,8,f)))ds , 
I/2 
T^fCc.e) = / K(s-t) e Y[s,*(s,t,8,f),f^(s,*(s,t,8,f)), 
f2(s,i|)(s,t,0,f)))ds . 
We now derive some estimates which will be used later to show 
T:F(D,A) F(D,A), such that T is a contraction map. Since, for 
f ^ F(D,A), 
|ij;(s,t,0,f) - i|)(s,t,0,f ) j 
_ s 
< 18-91  + 1 /  E | e (u ,*(u , t , 6 , f ) , f  (u ,*(u , t , 8 , f ) ) ,  
t  
f2(u,V(u,t,8,f))) 
- S(u,->^ -(u,t,0,f),f ^ (u,if/(u,t,e,f )), 
f_(u,V(u,t,8,f))]jduj 
< 18-81 + 1/ EL(u+$(u,t,8,f),C)(l+2A) 
t 
• !4(u,t,e,f) - Ti)(u,t,ê,f)Iduj , 
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by Gronwall's inequality [33], we have 
_ _ s 
(8) li|>(s,t,0,f) - ^ (s,t,8,f)| < l0-0|exp(|/ eL(u+i|)(u,t,0,f),C)(l+2A)du|) 
t 
Similarly, for f,g g F(D,A), 
j4)(s,t,0,f) - i|)(s,t,0,g)| 
s 
< e|/ |0(u,iJ)(u,t,0,f),fj(u,ij;(u,t,9,f)),f2(u,iJ;(u,t,0 ,f))) 
- e(u,ij;(u,t,e,g),g^(u,tp(u,t,0,g)),g2(u,ij)(u,t,0 ,g))) |du| 
s 
< e|/ { | e(u,ii»(u,t, 0,f),f^(u,ij;(u,t, 0,f)),f2(u,i|)(u,t, 0  ,f ))) 
- e[u,*(u,t,9,g),f^(u,*(u,t,0,f)),f2(u,4^u,t,8,f ))) I 
+ le(u,i|)(u,t,0,g),f^(u,t|;(u,t ,0 ,f )) ,f2(u,i(i(u,t,9 ,f ))] 
-  e[u,ii;(u,t,0,g),f^(u,t|;(u,t ,0 ,g)) ,f2(u,ij)(u,t,0 ,f ))} ] 
+ |0(u,ii)(u,t,0,g),f, (u,i|)(u,t ,0,g)) ,f2(u,ijj(u,t,0 ,f ))) 
- 0[u,$(u,t,9,g),f^(u,^(u,t,8,g)),f2(u,*(u,t,9,g))) | 
+ |0(u,ij;(u,t,0,g),f j^(u,iJ;(u,t ,0,g)),f2(u,;j;(u,t,6 ,g))) 
- 0(u,4^u,t,0,g),g^(u,4(u,t,0 ,g)),g2(u,*(u,t,0 ,g))) l}dui 
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s 
< el/ L(u+*(u,t,8,g),C)(l+2A){|*(u,t,6,f) - $(u,t,8,g)| 
t 
llfl-gl" + '^2-82' , , , 
+ 1721 } du I . 
Adding 2 |||f-g H| /(1+2A) to both sides, yields 
{ li(<(s,t,e,f) - 4<s,t,8,g)| + 2 lllf-g III /(1+2A)} 
s 
< 2|||f-g||| /(1+2A) + 1/ E(l+2A)L(u+*(u,t,9,g),C) 
t 
• {|4^u,t,6,f) - 4<u,t,9,g)| + 2 |||f-g III /(l+2A)}du| 
By applying Gronwall's inequality, we have 
{ l\})(s,t,e,f) - T|)(s,t,9,g) 1 + 2 lllf-g 111 /(1+2A)} 
< {2 l l l f-g 111 /(l+2A)}exp(|/ E(l+2A)L(u+^(u,t,8,g),C)du|] , 
t 
which implies 
(9) |4^s,t,8,f) - ij)(s,t,8,g)| 
<2l | l f -g l | i{exp( | /  E( l+2A)L(u+*(u, t,8,g),C)du | )  -  l }  /(1+2A) 
t  
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For h € R and f Ç F(D,A), we have 
|ii)(s,t+h,0,f) - i|)(s,t,9,f ) I 
s 
< e|/ 8(u,$(u,t+h,8,f),f,(u,*(u,t+h,8,f)),f_(u,^(u,t+h,e,f))]du 
t+h 
s 
- / 0fu,i|)(u,t,e,f) ,f^(u,T(>(u,t,e,f)),f2(u,tJ»(u,t,0 ,f ))ldu| 
t 
< e|/ efu,<l»(u,t+h,0,f ) ,f. (u,#(u,t+h,0,f)),f_(u,^(u,t+h,0,f))]du| 
t+h 
s 
+e|/ L(u+*(u,t,6,f),C)(l+2&)|$(u,t+h,8,f) - $(u,t,8,f)|du|. 
Thus, by Gronwall's inequality, we have 
(10) |*(s,t+h,8,f) - ij;(s,t,0,f) 1 
t+h 
< e|/ 8[u,*(u,t+h,0,f),f^(u,^(u,t+h,0,f)),f2(u,#(u,t+h,9,f))]du| 
s 
• expfe(l+2A) (/ L(u+i|)(u,t,0,f),G)du| 1 = 
t 
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First, we will show that for f € F(D,A), ||| Tf ||| < D. Since 
!T^f(t,0)l < / Gge"°=|s-t| 
— 00 
• |x(s,ip(s,t,9,f),f^(s,\j)(s,t,e,f)),f2(s,ij)(s,t,0 ,f))) Ids 
< 2 o"^ B(K(E) + CK(C)), 
jT^fCt,©)! < / E^^ge"°|s-c| 
• |Y(s,*(s,t,0,f),f^(s,V(s,t,8 ,f )),f2(3,1})(s,t,0 ,f))) |ds 
-1 
< 2 o Be ÏYB , 
and (5) hold, we have 
IN III < D . 
From the uniqueness of solutions, periodicity of 0, and the 
periodicity of f € F(D,A), we have 
*(t+2N+z,t+2W,0,f) = i|)(t+2,t,0 ,f ) 
and 
$(t+z,t,0+2n,f) = $(t+z,t,0,f) + 2n . 
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Hence, after the change of variables z = s - t in the definition of 
Tf, it is obvious that Tf is 2u-periodic in both t and 9. 
Next, we show that Tf is Lipschitz in 0 with Lipschitz constant 
A. For f € F(D,A), we observe 
|T^f(t, e )  - Tjf(t,0)| 
< / Be ^'elx(s,4>(s,t,e,f),fj(s,i()(s,t,e,f)),f2(s,T()(s,t,e,f))) 
- X[s,*(s,t,8,f),f^(s,V(s,t,ë,f)),f2(s,*(s,t,8,f)))|ds 
< / Gge L(s+*(s,t,8,f),C)(l+2A)|*(s,t,8,f) - ii;(s ,t ,8 ,f ) |ds 
< / eee~^®i®~'^lL(s+ij;(s,t,9,f),C)(l+2A)l8-ël 
s 
• exp(e(l+2A) I / L(u+i|)(u,t ,0 ,f ) ,C)du | ]ds 
t 
< Aj9-91 , 
since (8) and (6) hold. Similarly, from (7), we have 
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|T2f(t,9) - T^fCt.e)! 
® V2 I I 
f  e  B e  |YCs,i|)(s,t,0,f),f^(s,iJ>(s,t,0,f)),f2(s,iJ>(s,t,0 ,f))) 
- Y(s,*(s,t,8,f),f^(s,*(s,t,0,f)),f2(s,#(s,t,0,f)))|ds 
" V2 _ I I 
J e  B e  ^'M(1+2A) |;|)(s,t,0,f) - ^ (s,t,8,f)|ds 
" _ I _ I s 
Je Be 'm(1+2A) I 0-0 |exp[e(l+2A) I / L(u+t|)(u,t,6 ,f ) ,C)du j ]ds 
A10-01 . 
Using (9), for f,g € F(D,A), we have 
jTjf(t,0) - T^g(t,0)| 
/  e B e  ^ ^ | x ( s , * ( s , C , 0 , f ) , f ^ ( s , # ( s , t , 9 , f ) ) , f 2 ( s , $ ( s , C , 8 , f ) ) ]  
- X(s,^(s,t,0,g),g^(s,*(s,C,8,g)),g2(s,*(s,t,0,g)))jds 
/ eBe {lx(s,;i)(s,t,0,f),f^(s,ii;(s,t,0,f)),f2(s,ij)(s,t,9 ,f))} 
- X(s,^(s,t,0,g),f^(s,V(s,t,0,f)),f2(s,*(s,t,e,f)))I 
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+ |x(s,*(s,t,8,g),f^(s,^(s,t,8,f)),f2(s,*(s,t,8,f))) 
-  x(s,T|)(s, t , e,g) ,fj(s,ij)(s,t,8,g)),f2(s,\l)(s,t,8,f ))) I 
+ |x(s,4(s,t,8,g),f^(s,^(s,t,8,g)),f2(s,*(s,t,8,f))) 
-  x(s,i|)(s, t , e,g),f^(s,i|)(s,t,0,g)),f2(s,ii>(s,t,e,g))) 1 
+ |x(s,^(s,t,e,g),f^(s,^(s,t,8,g)),f2(s,*(s,t,9,g))) 
- X(s,*(s,t,8,g),g^(s,^(s,t,8,g)),g2(s,^(s,t,9,g)))|}ds 
< / eBe"®°'l®"'^'L(s+t|;(s,t,8,g),C){(l+2A)|ip(s,t,8,f) - i|;(s,t,8,g)| 
+ |f^(s, i|)(s,t, e,g)) - g^(s,i})(s,t,9,g))| 
+ |f2(s,^(s,t,8,g)) - g2(s,ij)(s,t,e,g))| }ds 
< / 2ege ''L(s+^(s,t,6,g) ,C) H|f-g ||| 
exp(e(l+2A)|f L(u+*(u,t,8,g),C)du|)ds 
t 
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Similarly, 
|T2f(t,e) - T2g(t,0)| 
* ^ 2 _ I _r| S 
< / 2e MBe ' |Hf-g||| exp(e(l+2A) |/ L(u+Tj#(u,t,e  ,g) ,c)duj )ds . 
— 00  ^
^ 2A 
Thus, since p = "Ï+2Â ^ we have 
(11) III If -  Tgll l  < ?I| | f -g | | |  .  
The inequality in (11) implies T is distance contracting on F(D,A). 
We now use (10) to show that Tf is continuous in (t,0). However, 
since 
|Tf(t+h,6+k) -  Tf(t ,e) l  
< jTf(t- i-h,6+k) -  ïf(t+h,0)j + j ïf(t+h,e)  - Tf(t ,0)i  
< Ajk|  + |Tf(t+h,8)  -  Tf(t ,0) |  ,  
it suffices to show Tf is continuous in t. Consider 
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(12) lT^f(t+h,e)  - Tjf(t,0)| 
= 1/ {j(e(s-t-h))eX(s,i(»(s,t+h,e,f),f^(s,i|>(s,t+h,9,f)), 
f2(s,ij»(s,t+h,0,f))) 
- J(e(s-t))eX(s,i|)(s,t,0,f ) ,f j^(s,\|;(s,t,0,f )) ,f2(s,\|i(s,t,0 ,f )))}ds| . 
From (4), we see that (12) consists of two components. Using (10) and 
(6) on the first component of T^f, where X = (X^jX^)^ € R^, we obtain 
<= eA^(t+h-s) 
1/ e eX. (s,\|)(s,t+h,0 ,f ) ,f (s,\}i(s,t+h,0 ,f )) , 
t+h 
f2(s,V(s,t+h,0,f)))ds 
= eA^(t-s) 
- / e eX, (s,i))(s,t,0,f),f, (s,ij)(s,t,9,f)), 
t 
f2(s,^(s,t,0,f)))ds| 
" eA,(t+h-s) eA.(t-s) 
< i ;  [e + - e ] 
t+h 
• eX^(s,\l)(s,t+h,0,f ) ,f^(s,\i)(s,t+h,0 ,f )) , 
f„(s,iii(s,t+h,0,f)))ds| + 
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t eA (t-s) 
II e eX fs,\l)(s, t+h,0, f ) , f  (s,ii)(s, t+h,e,f)) ,  
t+h 
f-,(s,i|)(s,t+h,e,f)))ds 1 + 
® eA^(t-s) 
1/ e e{Xjfs,t|)(s, t+h,0, f ) , f^(s,t|)(s, t+h,0, f )) ,  
f2(s,ij>(s,t+h,0,f))] 
f2(s,$(s,c,0,f))]|ds| 
< le •*' - l|a~^6e"^°^nXII + a~^6 | l-e~^°^ 1 nxn 
+ / Se^°^'^"®^eLfs+i|)(s,t,0,f),cl(l+2A)£ 
t+h 
• 1/ @[u,*(u,t+h,0,f),f^(u,#(u,t+h,8,f)),f2(u,^(u,t+h,0,f)y]du| 
s 
• expfe( l+2A)j  L[u+#(u, t,8,f) ,c]du|]ds 
t  
< {je - lje"^°^ + |l - e"^°^||a"lgMXR + eA!10l!jh|. 
Thus, the first component of T^f is continuous in t. In a similar 
manner, we obtain continuity in the second component of T^f and in both 
components of T2f. 
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Hence, we have shown T maps F(D,A) into F(D,A). Furthermore, 
we have shown that T is contractive. Thus, by the Banach fixed-point 
theorem [43], there exists a unique f € F(D,A), such that Tf = f. 
We claim that = {(t,6,x,y) : x = f^(t,e) ,  y = f2(t,9), 
- » < t,9 < ®} is an integral manifold for (E). Let 8(t,T,n), 
x(t,T,f^(T,n)) and y(t ,T ,f 2(t ,Ti) ) denote the solution of (E) , where 
0(x,T,n) = n , 
x(T,T,f^(T,n)) = f^(T,ri) , 
y(T,T,f2(T,Ti)) = f^Ct,:!) . 
We now show 
0(t,T,Tl) = l{;(t,T,Tl,f ) , 
(13) x(t,T,f ^ (T,n)) = f^(t, V(t, T , T 1,f)) , 
y(t,T,f2(T,n)) = f2(t,*(t,T,n,f)) . 
First, we observe that the fixed-point relation yields 
(14a) f^(t,0) = / J(£(s-t))eX(s,if>(s,t,9,f),fj^(s,iJ)(s,t,0,f)), 
f2(s,4i(s,t,e,f)))ds and 
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» 1/2 
(14b) f^Ct.e) = / K(s-t)e Y(s,*(s,t,e,f),f^(s,*(s,t,8,f)), 
f2(s,*(s,t,8,f)))ds . 
Substituting ^^t,T,n,f) in place of 9, in (14), and noting that 
t|;(s,t,il;(t,T,Ti ,f ),f ) = *(s,T,n,f), 
we have 
(15a) f^ ( t , * ( t , T,n,f)) 
= / j(e(s-t)]eX(s,iJ;(s,T,n,f),f^(s,i(;(s, T,n,f)), 
f2(S:^(s,T,n,f)))ds and 
(15b) f2[t,^(t,T,n,f)] 
00 I/2 
= / K(s-t)e Y(s, i})(s, T , T i,f),f^(s, i j;(s, T , T i,f)), 
f„(s,iJ;(s,T,Ti,f)))ds . 
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Since (15) is equivalent to 
f  j ( t , l } ) ( t ,T ,Tl , f ) )  
- J 
t 
— GA^(t-s )  
e 0 
ex[s , i j ) ( s  ,T  ,T1 , f  )  , f  ( s  , t l ) ( s  ,T ,T1 , f  ) )  ,  
f , ( s ,* (s , T ,n , f ) ) )ds  
ro 0 
+ / EA ( t - s )  
0 e 
EX(s , i j ) ( s  ,T  ,n  , f  )  ( s  ,r j ; ( s  ,T  ,T1 , f  ) )  ,  
f - ( s ,i|i( s ,T ,Ti, f  ) ) )ds  and 
/ 
t 
B (t-s) 
e 0 
0 0 
V2 
e Y[s,)j;(s,T,n,f),f^(s,^(s,T,n,f)), 
f_(s ,^(s , T ,n , f ) ) ]ds  
+ / 
U 0 
B ( t - s )  
0 e 
V2 
e Y[s,4^s,T,n,f),f^(s,*(s,T,n,f)), 
f?(s ,*(s , T ,n , f ) ) )ds  ,  
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we see that 
e = TpCt.T.Tl.f) , 
X = fj(t,^(t,T,n,f)] , 
y = , 
is a solution of (E), such that 
9(T) = n , 
X(T) = F^(T,N) , 
y(T) = fgXT.n) . 
By the uniqueness of solutions, we see (13) holds for all choices of t 
and n. Hence, f gives rise to an integral manifold , satisfying 
(3). Having shown existence of an integral manifold, we now verify that 
if (t,0(t),x(t),y(t)) is a solution of (E) with |x(t){ < C, 
iy(t)| < C, for all t € R, then (t,e(t),x(t),y(t)) E , for all 
t € R. 
Define g(t,0) = (g^Ct.Gj.ggCt.B)) by 
g^(t,9) = x(t) 
and 
g2(t,0) = y(t) , 
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for 0 = 8(c), t Ç R. Clearly, g gives rise to an integral manifold 
for (E). We now derive a relation that g must satisfy. In fact, the 
following derivation can be thought of as the motivation behind the 
definition of the operator T. 
From the variation of constants formula, we have 
eA(t-t.) 
(16a) g^(t,t|;(t,tQ,e ,g))  = e g^(tQ,0)  + / ^ ^eA(t-s) 
0 
•  E .  :X(s ,T|)(s ,tQ,e ,g) ,gj(s ,T|i(s ,tQ,8 ,g) ) , 
g2(s,*(s,to,6,g)))ds and 
• £ Y(s,*(s,tQ,8,g),g^(s,4(s,to,9,g)), 
g2(s,4)(s,tQ,9,g)))ds . 
Since A = diag(A^,A_), we see that (16a) can be split into two parts, 
g^j and g^2' given by 
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eA (t-t„) t sA (t-s) 
(17) gj^(t,t}»(t,tQ,0,g)) = e gj^(tQ,0) + / e 
^0 
• EX^[s,*(s,tQ,0,g),g^(s,*(s,to,0,g)), 
g2(s,Tj)(s,tQ,e,g)))ds 
and 
EA_(C-C_)  t  EA ( t-s) 
(18) gi2(C'V(t,to,0,g)) = e ~ 8i2(to'G) "^ / ® ~ 
*^0 
• 2X2(5,V(s,to,0,g) ,gj(s,i|)(s,tQ,e,g)), 
g2(s,ij;(s,tQ,0,g)))ds , 
T T T 
where X = (X^,X2). Equation (17) is equivalent to 
EA^(tQ-t) 
(19) e gii[t,i}'(t,tQ,e,g)) 
t eA^(tQ-s) 
- 2ii(to,8) + J e GX^(s,4(s,tQ,0,g),g^(s,*(s,tQ,e,g)), 
*^0 
g2(s,tj)(s,tQ,e,g)))ds . 
Since g is bounded, letting t •»• + <» in (19) implies 
+ ® EA^(tQ-s) 
(20) gj^^(tQ,0) = - / e GX^[s,^(s,tQ,8,g),g^(s,^(s,tQ,8,g)), 
^0 
g2(s,*(s,tQ,8,g)))ds . 
Similary, equation (18) becomes 
eA_(tQ-t) 
e gj2lt,'l»(t,tQ,0,g)J 
t eA_(tQ-s) 
= 212(^0,8) + / e EX2(s,*(s,tQ,8,g),g^(s,*(s,tQ,8,g)), 
^0 
g2(s,i|)(s,tQ,8 ,g)))ds 
and letting t + - = yields 
^0 cA (t.-s) 
(21) g j ^ 2 ( t Q , e )  =  f  e EX2(s,^(s,tQ,8,g),g^(s,*(s,tQ,8,g)), 
g2(s,ri)(s,tQ,e,g)))ds . 
By combining (20) and (21), we obtain 
(22) gj(tQ,e) = / J(s(s-tQ))eX(s,iJ»(s,tQ,0,g),gj^(s,i{)(s,tQ,0,g)), 
g2(s,iJ)(s,tQ,9,g))]ds . 
In a similar manner, we have 
00 I/2 
(23) g2(tQ,e) = / K(s-tQ)e Y(s,)J)(s .t^ ,0 ,g) ,g^(s ,II;(s .tg,8 ,g)) , 
g2(s,i|)(s,tp,0,g)))ds . 
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Thus, by extending the definition of T, we can represent (22) and (23) 
by 
g(to,e)  = Tg(tQ,0) .  
Observe that the derivations of (9) and (11) depend only upon the 
Lipschitz continuity of f (provided that Mf^-g^n for i = 1,2 and 
|||f-g III are taken to mean supremum over the domain of g). Hence, from 
(11), we have 
ll|f-glll < P ll|f-glll • 
Thus, f(tQ,8) = g(tQ,9) for all (t^.G) € domain g. • 
In Lemma 2 we examine the stability properties of the integral 
manifold. Observe that the proof of Lemma 2 implies that the stability 
properties of the equilibrium of the unperturbed system are inherited by 
the integral manifold. 
2. Suppose that system (E) has an integral manifold given by (3), 
with A < V2 • Assume there is a 5 = ô(C,e) > 0 so that 
D + 5 < C < ri and suppose 
^ Is-t 
(24) 3 / See L(s+tj;(s ,tQ ,TI ,f )+h(s) ,C ,E)ds < V2 
^0 
and 
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(25) 3Be M ^ fo + ") ^ + fa - ^  1 ^ j < V2 
hold for all t > n € R, h:R + R, with h € C(R) and IIhJ < 6. 
In addition, assume that either rank A_ > 1 or rank B_ > 1. Then, 
there is a set properly containing {(0,f^(t^ ,6),f^(tQ ,9)) : 0 € R} , 
such that solutions starting in tend exponentially to some solution 
on the integral manifold. Moreover, if A and B are stable matrices, 
then 
N= U  {(TI,P,Ç) : max{|TI-9| ,|p-f (t ,9)| , | ç -f„(t-,9)|} 
9 € R ^ ^  ^  ^  
Proof: We again employ a contraction mapping argument. However, this 
time we define an operator U, on a space of exponentially decaying 
functions, such that a fixed-point of D corresponds to the difference 
between known solutions on the integral manifold and unknown solutions 
off the integral manifold. 
Suppose that rank A = a and rank B_ = b. Let 
îif-jlÇRxR^xR^ be given by 
îîf "I 1 = {(n,P,S) : n E R, p - f^(tQ,Ti) E {0} x r^, 
Ç - fgXtg.n) e {0} X with 6|J(-0)(p-f^(tQ,n))| < I 
and 8lK(-0)(Ç-f2(tQ,ri))| < ' 
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Let G be the space of exponentially decaying functions defined by 
G = X n( "I ) + & X X : * € C( [t^ ,») x y ) ), 
(c-'o) 
sup |<t) (t,TI,p,Ç) |e < 6, 
(n,P,S)€ 0(5/2) 
*(t,n+2%,p,5) = *(t,n,p,C) and 
(|i(t ,Ti,f j^(tQ,Ti),f2(tQ,Ti)) = 0, for all t > tg} 
Observe that G is complete under the metric 
4 (C-Cn) 
= max sup I* (t,n,p,C)-*.(t,n,p,5)|e 
® l<i<3 t > tQ 1 1 
(n,P,S)€ 0(5/2) 
Define D on G by 
U(f> = 
D^ (i> 
for * € G , 
where 
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Dj4>(t,n,p,ç) = - /E[e[s,*(s,to,n)+*i(s,n,p,5),fi(s,#(s,to,n)) 
+42(s,n,p,S),f2(s,*(s,to ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)) 
- 8(s,*(s,tQ,n),f^(s,*(s,tQ,n)), 
f2(s,t|;(s,tQ,Ti)))]ds, 
D^*(c,n,p,S) = j(E(tQ-t))[p-fJ(tQ,n)] + / J(e(s-t))e 
^0 
{x(s,tp(s,tQ,ri)+(t)^(s,Ti,p,Ç),f ^ (s,t|;(s,tQ,Ti)) 
+*2(s,n,P,S),f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s ,Ti ,p,Ç)] 
- x(s,*(s,tQ,n),fi(s,^(s,tQ,n)), 
f2(s,V(s,tQ,n)))}ds , 
a, I/2 
UgOCc.n.p.S) = K(tQ-t)[ç-f2(tQ,n)] + / K(s-t)e 
^0 
{Y[s,^(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,p,g),f^(s,^(s,tQ,n)) 
+*2(s,n,P,S),f2(s,^(s,Co,n))+*2(s,n,P,5)] 
- Y(s,ii)(s,tQ,n),f j(s,4)(s,tQ,Ti)),f2(s ,T|)(s,tQ,n)))}ds 
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for (n ,P,Ç)  €  Q( Y ), t > tg, where ip(s,tQ,Ti) is defined to be the 
solution of 
= e6(s,4,f^(s,*),f2(s,*)) , 
= n . 
In order to apply the Banach fixed-point theorem, we must show that 
D maps G back into G and that D is a contraction mapping. 
First, we examine the exponential boundedness condition required of 
functions residing the space G. Consider 
^ (t-t.) 
|Oj*(c,n,P,S)|e < s / L(s+4Ks,tQ,n),c)[|*^(s,n,p,5)| + 
SI (C-tg) 
1*2(3,n,P,5) I + |4'3(s,n,p,S)|]ds e 
- ^  (s-t) 
< 36e / L(S+I})(S ,TQ ,TI) ,C)e ds 
— (t-t ) (t-t ) ® ] ] 
|D2 < J > ( t , n , p , Ç )le ^ ° < e ^ °|-+36e/ ge"=G|s-t| 
^0 
^ (s-t ) ^ (t-t ) 
• L(s+i{)(s,t ,n),C)e ds e 
6 ~ "4 |s-t| 
< Y + 366E / e L(s+I;)(s,tQ,RI),C}ds 
^0 
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and 
< -4 + 3S6e ML (a + ) ^ + (o - ) ^] . 
From (24) and (25), we may conclude that 
4  ( c-tn) 
sup |n.*(t,n,p,g)|e < 5, for i = 1,2,3 . 
( t1 ,P,Ç)€ 
Having shown D^(j) satisfies the exponential boundedness condition, 
we now verify that D(j) is 2?-periodic in ri. Recalling that 
f(s,n+2n) = f(s,Ti), )j)(s,tQ,Ti+2iT) = ij;(s,tQ,Ti)+2ir and 
6(s ,Ti+2tr,x,y) = 8(s,n,x,y) for all s,n € R, we see that 
U^4^t,n+2n,p,5)  = - Je[e[s,i) ) (s,t^, i i )+27r+(j)^(s,Ti+2ir ,p ,Ç) ,  
f^(s ,*(s,tQ,n)+2n)+*2(s  ,n+2ir  ,p ,Ç)  ,  f2(s , i | ) (s  ,tQ ,n)+2w)+$2(s ,n+2n ,P ,5) )  
- e (s , i | ; (s , tQ,n)+2i7 , f  ^ ( s , i j ; (s , tQ,r i )+2ir) ,  f  2(5  , i | ; (s  , tQ ,Ti)+2Tr))  ]ds  
= u^<Kt,Ti,p,ç) , 
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for any * € C, t > t^, (n,p,g) € » Similar computations yield 
Dj4(t,n+2n,p,C) = n^4(t,n,p,5). 
for i = 2,3, * e  G, t > t^, (n,P,S) € 
Next, we show that D(ti is a continuous function from 
[t^,") X into R X x RÎ. Recalling the definition of D<|i, 
I.e. 
Ul*(t,n,p,5) = - e / [e(s,ij)(s,tQ,n)+(j)j^(s,n,p,ç), 
f ^(s,t|;(s,tQ,Ti))+<))2(s,n,p,ç),f2(s,ij»(s,tQ ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)) 
- e(s,4)(s,tQ,n),f^(s,;|»(s,tQ,n)), f2(s,*(s,tQ,n)))]ds , 
D2<|)(t,n,P ,ç) = 
0 0 
0 e 
sACt-tg) 
[p-f^(tQ,n)] + e / 
0 0 
eA (t-s) 
0 e 
[x(s , i | ; (s , tQ,n)+ij i j (s ,n ,p ,ç) ,  f^(s ,*(s , tQ,n))+*2(s ,n ,P,S) ,  
f,(s,i|i(s,tQ,n))+())2(s,ri,p,Ç)) 
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- x(s ,*(s ,tQ,n) ,f j(s ,IF;(s,tQ,n)) ,f ^(s ,T|;(S .t^.n) )) ]ds 
e/ 
t 
eA^(t-s) 
[x(s,#(s,tQ,n) + 4^(s,n,p,g), f^(s,^(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,5), 
f2(s,4^s,tQ,n))+*3(s,n,P,S)) 
- x(s, i ( ) (s,tQ,n) , f^(s , i i;(s,tQ,n)),f2(s , i | ; (s,tQ,Ti) ) ] ]ds  ,  
D3(}i(t,Ti,p,Ç) = 
0 0 
0 e 
V2 t 
[Ç - fgCtQ.n)] + e / 
0 0 
0 e 
[Y[s,^(s,tQ,n)+*^(s,n,p,g), f^(s,$(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,P,1), 
>'!'(s,t_ jTi)) + (J)_(s ,ri >p jÇ)} 
- Y(s,i|)(s,tQ,n),fj(s,ii)(s,tQ,ri)),f2(s,<i)(s,tQ,ri)))]ds 
V2 ° 
G / 
t 
B (t-s) 
e 0 
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• [Y(s,*(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,P,S), f^(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S), 
f2(5,$(s,tQ,n))+*3(s,n,p,S)) 
- Y(s,*(s,tQ,n),f^(s,*(s,tQ/n)), f2(s,*(s,tQ,n)))]ds , 
we see that each component of D(J) is differentiable with respect to t. 
g 
Moreover, is bounded for i = 1,2,3. Thus, U^(j) is Lipschitz 
continuous in t. Hence, to show that D<t) € C([tQ,«) x n(-|-)), it 
suffices to show that D<j) S for any fixed t > tg. 
Fix t > tg and y > 0. There is a T > t > tg, so that 
|e / [9(s,i|)(s,tQ,n)+ij)j(s,n,p,ç),fj^(s,if)(s,tQ,n))+<))2(s,n,p,ç), 
,4i(s ,tQ ,n))+*3(s ,Ti ,p ,ç ) ) 
- e(s,ij)(s,tQ,n),f^(s,;|;(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,tj»(s,tQ,n)))]ds] 
00 — ) 
< 36e/ L(s+*(s, t_,n) ,c)e ^ ^ ds < ^  , 
T ^ 
I e/ J(e(s-t)) [x(s,i{;(s ,tQ ,n)+<J>^(s,n ,p,5) ,f ^(s ,4^s ,tQ ,n))+ ,n ,P ,C), 
f2(s,t | )(s ,tQ,n))+<|)3(s ,n,p,ç))  
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- X(s,i()(s,tQ,n),f j(s,<|;(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,i(»(s,tQ,Ti))) ]ds | 
œ - ££L (s-t ) 
< 3ôe6 J e ® ^ L(s+*(s,t_,n),C] e ^ ^ ds < Y 
T ^ 
and 
I/2 CO 
|e / K<s-t)[Y(s,V(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,p,S),fi(s,4(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S), 
f2(8 ,i|;(s ,tQ ,T1 ) )+4)2(s ,n ,P ,ç )] 
- Y[s,*(s,to,n),fi(s,*(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,#(s,tQ,n)))]ds| 
I /2  ® -a(s- t )  -  ^  (s- t . )  
< 36e 6M / e ds 
T 
V2 
.  ^ ea t |2)I) < 1 . 
° T 
From the continuity of f, 0, X and Y, compactness, and provided 
|(n,P,5) - (n,p,S)| is sufficiently small, with (n,P,S) and 
(ti,P,Ç) € î2(y), we may assume 
e|  [e [s , i | j (s , tQ,n)+<| i j (s ,n ,P ,Ç) , f j (s ,4 ; (s , tQ,n) )+ i t>2(s , r i  ,p ,C) ,  
fgXs.^Cs.tg,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)) 
- e(s,#(s,tQ,n),f^(s,*(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,4(s,tQ,n)))] 
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- [e(s,T|;(s,tQ,Ti)+<j>^(s,ii,p,i),fj(s,i |)(s,tQ,îi))+<j)2(s,Ti,p,Ç), 
f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*3(s,n,p,ë)] 
- 6(s,v(s,tQ,n),f^(s,^(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,*(s,tQ,n^)]]| 
SCT-tq) ' 
Bl [p-f j(tQ,n)] - [p-f ^ (tQ.ii)] I < ^ ,  
6l [ |-f2(tQ,Ti)] -  [ç-f2(tQ,n)] I < ^ , 
Se| [X[s,t|;(s,tQ,Ti)+(j)^(s,ri,p,Ç),f ^ (s,i|)(s,tQ,ri))+((>2(s,Tl ,p,g), 
f2(s,^(s,tn,n))+*2(s,n,P,S)) 
- x(s,*(s,tQ,n),fi(s,^(s,CQ,n)),f2(s,*(s,tQ,n)))] 
- [x(s,^(s,tQ,n)+4i(s,n,p,5),f^(s,^(s,CQ,n))+*2(s,^,P,S), 
f  2(3  , t{) (s  , tQ , i i ) )+<i)2(s  ,n  ,p  , i ) )  
- x(s,i|)(s,tQ,Ti),f^(s,ij>(s,ty,Ti)),f2(s,i|;(s,tQ,Ti)))] 1 
and 
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1/2 ^ 
6e 1 [Y(s,*(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,p,5),fi(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p ,S), 
f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)) 
- Y(s,<|»(s,tQ,n),f^(s,T|>(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,;(i(s,tQ,n)))] 
- [Y(s,i|» (s , tQ,n)+<j>j(s , i i ,pJ) , f j (s , i j ) (s , tQ,n))+<{i2(s ,Ti ,pJ) ,  
£2(8 ,4^s , tQ,n)  )+<|>3(s  ,n  ,p  ,ç  )  )  
- Y(s,i|)(s,tQ,n),f j(s,ip(s,tQ,Ti)),f2(s,ij»(s,tQ,n)))] I 
4(T-tQ) ' 
for all s € These inequalities imply 
|0^*(t,n,p,g) - D^*(t,n,P,Ê)| 
T 
< el/ {[6(s,^(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,P:S),fi(s,^(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S), 
fgXs.^^s.tQ ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)) 
- 0(s,i|'(s,tQ,n),f^(s,T|;(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,ij)(s,tQ,n)))] 
- [e(s,\i)(s,tQ,Ti)+<}>^(s,Ti,p,i),f^(s,T|)(s,tQ,Ti))+<})2(s,Ti,p,Ô, 
f2(s,4^s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)] 
- G(s,*(s,tQ,n),f^(s,#(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,4(s,tQ,n^))j}ds| + 
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le/ t[Gfs,*(s,tQ,n)+4^(s,n,P,5),f^(s,V(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,5), 
f^Cs.iKs.tQ.n) >+<1)3(3,Ti,p,ç)) 
- l©[s,l|>(s,tQ, T l)+(|)j(s, T l , p,Ç),f ^ ( s , ^ ( s,tQ, T l ) ) + l } l 2 ( s , T l  ,P,Ç), 
f2(s,4(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,P,Ê)) 
- 0fs,tJ>(s,tQ,Ti),f j(s,ip(s,tQ,Ti)),f2(s,t|;(s,tQ,Ti))l]}ds | 
!S2<f)(t,n,p,ç) - D2*(t,n,p,ê)| 
-ea(t-t ) 
< Be |[p-f^(tQ,n)] - [p-f^(tQ,n)]| + 
T 
e|/jfe(s-t)l{[xfs,Tj»(s,tQ,Ti)+(i)^(s,n,p,Ç),f^(s,iJ;(s,tQ,T)))+ <ji2(s ,ti ,p ,Ç ), 
f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S)l 
- xfs,$(s,tQ,n),f^(s,*(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))l] 
- [xfs,$(s,tQ,n)+$^(s,n,p,5),f^(s,$(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,5), 
f2(s,$(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,Ê)l 
- x{s,$(s,tQ,n),f^(s,^(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,^(s,tQ,n))l]jds| + 
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e|/j(e(s-t)){ [x(s,i|;(s,tQ,n)+<t)j(s,n,p,ç), f  j(s,i|)(s,tQ,n))+ fgfs.n ,P,5), 
fgts ,*(s ,tQ ,Ti) )+<j>2(s ,n ,p ,5)) 
- X(s,T|)(s,tQ,Ti),fj^(s,i|;(s,tQ,n)),f2(s,i|;(s,tQ,Ti)))] 
- [x(s,*(s,tQ,n)+4i(s,n,p,5),f^(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,P,5), 
±2(8,4^8,tg ,n))+*2(s,n,p,Ë)) 
- X(s,i|;(s,tQ,Ti),f j(s,ij)(s,tQ,Ti)),f2(s,il)(s,tQ,TÎ)))]}dsl 
and a similar computation yields 
|0'2*(c,n,P,5) - U2<|)(t,Ti,p,f)I < Y . 
Thus, Dij) € c(n(-|-JJ, for any fixed t > t^. 
From the definition of U$(t,n,P,5), it is obvious that 
U*(t,n,fi(tQ,n),f?(tQ,n)] = 0, for all (j) ^ G. Hence, we see that 
D:G + G. We now show that D is a contraction mapping. Observe that 
(24) implies 
1 
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Similarly, using (25), we obtain 
— (t-t ) 
|0 *(t,n,p,s) - 0 ?(t,n,p,ç)le ^ ° 
—2 (t-Cn) I l  " 
< e e 1/ K(s-t) 
tf 
"0 
• [Y[s,*(s,tQ,n)+*i(s,n,p,g),fi(s,*(s,tQ,n))+*2(s,n,p,S), 
fgXs,*(s , tQ,n))+43(s ,n ,P,S))  
- Y(s,*(s,tQ,n)+4^(s,n,p,S),fi(s,4,(s,tQ,n))+42(s,n,p ,5), 
f2(s,*(s,tQ,n))+42(s,n,P,5)]]ds| 
1/2 « -a|s-tl - ^  (s-t) 
< 38e M / e ds 
'o 
1/2 
< 3Be M[(a ~ ^ + (a + ^] IIII^ 
< V2 ll<t>~<j>Hg J for € G. 
This implies l!D<j> - < V2 for any <}>,<}) € G, that is, D is 
a contraction map on G. Applying the Banach fixed-point theorem to U 
produces a fixed-point <j) € G, such that 
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*(t ,n ,P,S)  = D(J)(t ,Ti ,P,Ç) ,  for  a l l  t  > tg  and 
(ti»P,Ç) € • 
From the above fixed-point and the known solutions of (E) on the 
integral manifold, we will construct solutions of (E) which tend 
exponentially to the integral manifold. For (n ,p ,| ) € , let 
8(t,tQ,n,p,5) = 4<c,CQ,n*)+*i(t,n*,p*,S*), 
x(t,tQ,ri,p,ç) = f^(t,o(t,tQ,n*))+*2(c,%*,P*,S*), 
y(t>tQ,n,p,ç) = f2[t,#(t,tQ,n*))+*3(c,n*,p*,g*), 
where 
0 (^Q J^Q >^1 JP JÇ) ~ N ~ JP JÇ )J 
* ^ 
x C t o . t Q . n . P . Ç )  =  p =  p +  f  j ( e ( s - t Q ) ]  
^0 
• GX(s,v(s,tQ,n*)+*i(s,n*,p*,5*), 
f ^ ( s , 4 ^ s , t Q , n * ) ) + * 2 ( s  ,n* , p* , 5 * ) ,  
f2 ( s , 4 ^ s,tQ , n * ) ) + $ 2 ( s  , n  , p * , Ç * ) ] d s ,  
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yC^Q»^Q»^>p»Ç) = Ç = Ç + / K(s-t„) 
V2 
e Y(s , * (s , tQ,n")+* i (s ,n* ,p* ,S* ) ,  
f^(s,*(s,tQ,n ))+*2(s,% ,P ,ç ), 
, i | ) (s  , tQ,n*) )+*2(s ,Ti* ,p* ,Ç*) )ds,  
The fixed-point relation implies 
(26a) ({) 
*  *  *  
i ' ( t , r i  ,p  ,Ç )  ee(t ,e( t , tQ ,n,p,g) ,x( t , tQ,n,p,5) ,  
ee[t,ij;(t,tQ,n*),f j(t,ii)(t,tQ,n*)), 
f2(t,t|)(t,to,Ti*))), 
(26b) *2(C,n jP ,Ç ) = EA*2(t 
X X X  I  
,n  ,p  ,ç  )  +  e  < Lo 31 
• [x[t,e(t,tQ,ri,p,ç) ,x(t ,tQ,n,p,ç), 
y(t,tQ,n,p jÇ)} 
- X ( t , i |> ( t , tQ ,Ti* ) , f^ ( t , i ) ; ( t , tQ ,Ti*)) ,  
f2(t,^(t,tQ,n )))], 
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Since 
* * * * * * 
(26c) *2(c,n ,P ,€ ) = B*2(c,n ,P ,S ) + e 
V2' 0 0 
0 I 
I 0 
0 0 
[Y(t,0(t,tQ,n,P,Ç),x(t,tQ,Ti,p,Ç), 
y(t,tQ,n,p,Ç)) 
- Y(t,i))(t,tQ,Ti*),f^(t,ij)(t,tQ,Ti*)), 
f2(c,^(t,tQ,n*))]] . 
9 = ), 
X = f^(t,i|;(t,tQ,Ti )), 
y = f  (t, i | i(t,t ,n*)) .  
solves (E), we see that (26) implies 
9 = 9(c,tQ,n,p,S), 
X = x(t,tQ,Ti,p,Ç), 
y = y(t,tQ,n,p,ç), 
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also solves (E). Moreover, by its construction, the solution 
(8(t,tQ,n,P,S),x(t,tQ,n,P,5),y(t,tQ,n,P,S)] tends exponentially to some 
solution on the integral manifold. Taking = { (SCt^ ,TQ ,TI ,p ,Ç ) , 
x(to,to,Ti,P,Ç),y(to,to,n,p,Ç)) : (ti*,p*,Ç*) € £2(|-)} yields the first 
result. We now show that contains N when both A and B are 
stable. Let (n,P,S) € N. Then, there is an 0 € R such that 
I " - » !  .  
|5 - I ^ 2(1+6) ^  ' 
* 
For any n € [n-ô,n+6], we have 
|p-fl(to,n*)| 
< |p-fl(to.9)| + |fi(tQ,0)-f^(tQ,n)| + |f^(tQ,n)-f^(tQ,Ti*)| 
^ Tû+zy ^   ^ in+B ^ + A6 
and, similarly. 
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Thus, (n ,P,Ç) € for all n € [n-5,n+5]. This implies 
* * * 
n + ,P,Ç) is defined for all n € [n-6,Ti+6]. Furthermore, 
n - 6 + *i(tQ,n-6,p,S) < n < n + Ô + ,p,|), 
since ,P ,Ç) |  < 6  for  a l l  (n ,p ,Ç)  € Hence, by 
connectedness, there is at least one n € [n-6,n+5], such that 
* * _ 
n + 4ij(tQ,Ti ,p,Ç) = n. Hence, (n,p,f) € . • 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need only show that, for sufficiently 
small C and e, the hypothesis of Lemmas 1 and 2 are satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we restrict s > 0 so that sDGH < 1. We 
a l s o  f i x  A  €  R  s o  t h a t  0  <  A  <  V 2  •  N o w ,  f o r  a n y  C  €  R ,  0 < C < n  
and f € C(R^) with f^ :R^ + R^, fgZR^ -»• R^ and nf^ll < C, we have 
u = s + #(s,t,n,f) 
implies 
Thus, a simple change of variables and periodicity yields 
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Y+2ir _ Y+2ir-HJ; (Y+2ir, t ,n , f ) 
/ L(s+i|)(s,t,n,fiC,e)ds < (I-elI0ll) / L(u,C,e)du 
Y Y+'i'(Y,t,n,f) 
Y+2ir+i|)(Y ,t ,Ti ,f )+2ireI10ll 
< (l-eO0M) / L(u,C,e)du 
Y+*(Y,t,n,f) 
< 2(l-el0ll)"^nL(» ,C,e)ll^ , 
2it 
where nL(*,C,E)Q^ denotes / |L(t,C,e)|dt. 
Furthermore, for OQ < g^, there is a > 0 such that 
2kQTr < g^ - Oq < 2(kQ+l)ir and 
"^0 
exp[e(l+2A) / L(s+r(j(s ,t ,n ,f ) ,C ,e)ds] 
*0 
< exp[2e[/ L[s+i|)(s,t,Ti,f),C,e)ds 
Or 0 
Br 
+ / L(s+ij)(s,t,Ti , f),C, e)ds)] 
< exp[4kQe(l-eI!0ll) ^aL(',C,e)n^]exp[4e(l-«0n) ^ ilL(-,C,e)ll j^] 
< exp[2e(gQ-aQ)(ir-ei7ll0ll) ^nL(« ,C,£)iI j^] 
• exp[4e(l-£ll©li ) ^IIL(« ,C,e)iI j] 
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Recalling equation (1), we see that, for C and s sufficiently 
small, TQ H a - 2(Tr-eTrl0B) ^ aL( • ,C ,e) H > 0. Let 
= exp[4e(l-el0II ) ^BL(«,C,e)l . Then, 
/ ege ^'L(s+tp(s,t,0,f),C,e) 
s 
exp[e(l+2A) |/ L(u+t|)(u,t ,9 ,f ) ,0 ,e)du | ]ds 
-ET |s-tl 
< / eBe L(s+il»(s,t,0,f),C,e)ds 
® t+2(n+l)ir -ETgls-tj 
Z / e6e L[s+ij;(s ,t,0 ,f ) ,C,e)ds 
n = - ® t+2mr 
, " -er^Zrr n 
< 4e6(l-eD60~ x 2 [e ] DL(.,C,e) l I  
n=0 
^2^— 46T^ 
(l-e )(l-en0l l )  
Now, as (C,e) ->• 0 we have 
. 1 
-2nGT« 2ira ' 
(l-e }[l-e l t©l l )  
4Bt^ + 4B , 
and 
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»L(' ,C,E)LLJ 4. 0 . 
Hence, for all C and e sufficiently small, with e > 0, (6) is true 
for any t,9 ^ R and f € C(R^), where ïf^J < C for i = 1,2. 
Similarly, by perhaps further restricting the size of C and e, we see 
that (7) holds for all t,9 € R and f € C(R^), where nf^H < C for 
i = 1,2. Also, observe that, regardless of the size of C > 0 or 
D > 0, equation (25) is attainable by taking e sufficiently small. 
Next, we show equation (24) holds for all sufficiently small C and e. 
With this goal in mind we derive two inequalities. For h € C(R), 
Ilha < 6 and for any f € R, we have 
Y+2T7 
/ |L(u+h(u),v,w) - L(u,v,w)|du 
T 
N 2ir—6 
< Z c^(v,w) / Ixj (u+h(u+Y)) - Xj (u)jdu + 4MQ6 
n=l 5 n,v,w n,v,w 
N 
<  I  c  (v,w) 26 + 4Mu6 
n=l ^ 
< 2Mq(N+2)6 . 
Next, using change of variables u = s + #(s,tQ,n,f), letting 
h(u) = h(s), and Y = t + 2mr + i{)(t+2mr ,tQ ,TI ,f ), we obtain 
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t+2(ii+l)it 
f  Lfs+*(s,t_,n,f) + h(s),C,e)ds 
t+2mr 
Y+(e H 91+1)217 
<  J  Lfu+h(u) ,C,e) du (l-eD0Il) 
Y 
Y+4m ^ 
< / Lfu+h(u),C,el du fl-ell0ll] 
-1 
< f4MQ(N+2)ô + 2llL(.,C,e)a jld-enen) -1 
Thus, 
ea , I 
2 |s-c| 
3 / Bee Lfs+i|;(s,tQ ,Ti,f)+h(s) ,C,elds 
ea I , 
" 2 |s-c| 
< 3 / Bee Lf s+i|»(s ,ri ,f )+h(s) ,C ,clds 
t+2(n+l)ir 
< ZTZJ max / Lf s+i|;(s, t_ .n ,f )+h(s) ,C ,elds 
1-e ° t+2niT ^ 
[4Mg(N+2)g + 2llL(.,C,e)ll^l + 0 , 
(l_e~^°^)(l_efl0n) 
provided (C,e) 0 and 6 + 0. Hence, for all C and e sufficiently 
small, with S sufficiently small, we may assume (24) holds independent 
of tQ,t,Ti R, for all h C(R) with HhH < 6. Moreover, by perhaps 
further restricting C and e, with 6 sufficiently small, we may 
assume 
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J V2 , . 
22a~ Se HYH < C - 6 and 2a"-^gic(e) < [l-2a~ gic(c)]C - 6 , 
i.e., equation (5) holds for all e sufficiently small. Thus, for C 
and E sufficiently small (and for any smaller e > 0) with 
D=C-6>0, we may apply Lemma 1 and 2 to obtain the desired results." 
(E) 
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APPEHDIX B 
Consider a perturbed system of linear equations of the form 
x' = GAx + eX(t,x,y,e) , 
V2 
y' = By + e Y(t,x,y,e) , 
where 
(G-1) X and Y are assumed to be defined and continuous 
on a set 
n = {(t,x,y,e) € R X X R-^ X R: jx| < n , 
|y| < n, 0 < E < Eq} , 
for some n,EQ > 0 , 
(G^2) X and Y are 2ir-periodic in t, 
(G-3) there exists a continuous, monotone increasing 
function <(•), with k(0) = 0, such that 
|X(t,x,y,E)j < K(b) + ic(a)a for all t S R, 
|x| < a, |y| < a, 0 < £ < b, 
(G-4) Y is Lipschitz in x and y, with Lipschitz constant 
M, 
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(G-5) there exists a nonnegative step function, L(t,v,w), 
which is 2n-periodic in t, such that, for 0 < t < 2ir, 
N 
L(t,v,w) = I c (v,w) X (t) , 
n=l n,v,w 
where 
and 
(a) 0 < c^(v,w) < MQ < «0, for 1 < n < N, 0 < v < n, 
0 < w < Eq, 
(b) I = [a ,b ] is a subinterval of [0,2n], 
n,v,w n,v,w' n,v,w ' 
for 1 < n < N, and I fl I = d, if n, * n_, 
nj,v,w n2,v,w 1 2' 
(c) XT is the characteristic function for I , 
In,v,w 
i.e. , 
1, for t Ç I 
n,v,w 
Xj (t) = 
• 0. for t S 
(d) c (vjw) • (b - a ) + 0, for all n, 1 < n < N 
n n,v,w n,v,w' ' ' 
as (v,w) + 0, 
IxCt.x^.yQ.e) - X(t,Xj,yQ,e)I < LCt.a.bjjxg- x^| 
IxCt.XQ.y^.s) - X(t,XQ,ype)| < L(t,a,b)|y2- y^| 
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for all t € R, Ç R^, Ç R^, with |x^| < a < n, |y^| < a < n 
and 0 < E < b < E^. Here, R denotes the set of real numbers. 
Theorem 2: Suppose X and Y satisfy (G-1) through (G-5) and that A 
and B are noncritical. Then, for each fixed s, 0 < s < (provided 
E^ is sufficiently small) there exists C(E) and D(E), with 
N > C(E) > D(E) > 0, so that within the region 
Og = {(t,x,y) : (t,x,y,E) g 0, |x| < C, |y| < C} 
there is a unique Zir-periodic solution of (E), given by 
Sg = {ft,f^(t,E),f2(t,£)l : t € r} , 
where f^(t+2i:,E) = f^(t,E). The solution is unique in the sense that 
if a solution ft ,x(t),y(t)1 € for all t € R, then 
{'t,x(t) ,y(t)l € S^, for all t € R. 
In addition, if either A or B have an eigenvalue with a positive 
real part, then is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov. However, if 
both A and B are stable matrices, then is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is an obvious simplication of the 
integral manifold theorem. For example, in lemma 1, F(D,A) becomes 
F(D) = {f € C(R) : |||f ||| < D, f(t+2n) = f(t)}; 
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equation (6) is replaced with 
/ e6e~^°'®~^'L(s,C,e)ds < \ ; 
while (7) becomes 
2 E Mg/a < 1/2 . 
In addition, all estimates involving ip and the 0 Lipschitz arguments 
cay be eliminated. 
Similarly, we modify the definition of 9(6/2), G and D in lemma 
2 :  
0(6/2) = {(p,S) : p - f^Ctq) € {0} X E*, Ç - f^Ct^) € {O} x R^, 
B|j(-0)(p-f^(tQ))| g|K(-0)(5-f2(tQ))| , 
G = : [tg,") X Q(S/2) + X : $ is continuous, 
, 4 (t-Cn) 
sup |4^(t,p,%)|e < 6 and (i>(t,f^(t^) ,f2(tQ)) = 0 
(p,C)ç 0(5/2) 
for all t > tg} , 
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and 
0(J) = 
Of course, (24) and (25) can be replaced with 
ea 
2/ Bee 
to 
s-t 
L(s,C,e)ds < "Y 
and 
2Se M[fa + + fa - -^1 ] < "r , 
respectively. Finally, the definition of N must be changed to 
= {(P,C) : maxjip-f^(tQ)i,jç-f2(tQ)i} < } . 
